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INTRODUCTION 

The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources is an international organization in which governments, govern
mental agencies and non-governmental bodies co-operate. Its members 
are sovereign States, government departments and agencies, and national 
and international organizations concerned with conservation. IUCN's 
broad purpose is to promote the conservation of nature and natural 
resources-the maintenance of a healthy biosphere by widespread efforts 
to protect and enhance the diversity of the world's fauna, flora and 
habitats, and by encouraging rational use of natural resources. The 
Union bas been operating 26 years, and dates from 1948 when it was 
founded at an international conference at Fontainebleau, France. The 
history ofIUCN was summarized in the 1973 Yearbook. 

At the end of 1974, a total of 95 countries were represented in the 
membership. This included 38 States, 108 governmental agencies, 210 
non-governmental national organizations, 18 international organizations, 
and 22 affiliates. 

This mixed membership is a special attribute of IUCN. It works 
closely with governments and governmental agencies in developing 
conservation policies and carrying out conservation programmes. Its 
organizational members provide a link with public opinion and a two
way channel of communication enabling it to be aware of and bring 
under attention vital issues affecting conservation in many parts of the 
world. 

From its earliest days, IUCN has served as spokesman on world 
conservation matters, and worked principally to identify and analyze 
issues, serve as a catalyst for appropriate action, and provide impartial 
scientific advice needed by other conservation organizations, both 
governmental and private. IUCN functions as the scientific adviser to its 
sister organization, the World Wildlife Fund, and thus makes a vital 
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contribution to the world-wide WWF effort to safeguard wild species 
and wild places. 

For IUCN, conservation means management (including survey, 
research, administration and utilization, with their educational and train
ing implications) of all natural resources-soil and minerals, air and 
water, and all living species, including man-so as to achieve the highest 
sustainable quality of human life. 

Basic policies of tb.e Union and its programmes are taken from its 
Statutes and from the triennial General Assemblies, the next of which 
will be held in Zaire in September 1975. On specific matters, policy 
guidance comes from the Executive Board, its Executive Committee, 
and from Commissions made up of distinguished experts who serve 
in a voluntary capacity. 

IUCN has close working relations with the United Nations system, 
particularly with the Economic and Social Council, F AO, UNEP, 
UNESCO, UNIDO, WHO and WMO. It co-operates with the Council 
of Europe, the Organization of African Unity, the Organization of 
American States, and other intergovernmental bodies. It collaborates 
actively with the International Council for Bird Preservation, the Inter
national Council of Scientific Unions, and other non-governmental 
organizations. 

IUCN's work programmes reflect its traditional deep concern for 
man s continued over-exploitation and abuse of the natural world which 
threatens the quality of life for rich and poor alike. While some progress 
has been made toward solving these problems the world still faces a 
worsening situation. There is accelerating destruction of habitats, in
creasing pressures on wildlife resources and growing threats to already 
endangered plant and animal species. There is serious wastage of genetic 
material and reduction of diversity and of options to be exercised in 
the future. These trends could be reversed through far greater effort 
and co-operation. 

Details of the Union's work during the past year are summarized 
in the following sections, in particular the section titled 'Review of 
Union Activities'. 

The main focuses of the work are on conservation of biotic communities 
(involving national parks and other protected areas) and of endangered 
species of wild animals and plants. This requires an involvement with 
environmental policies, environmental planning; as well as with the 
basic concepts of conservation and with environmental education and 
the creation of public awareness of conservation issues. 
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IUCN and the World Wildlife Fund 

. . . the W odd Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
IUCN has a close association with Id matters of mutual interest. 
with which it works throughout th~ wor t~nnal charitable organization, 

ildlifi F nd an IDterna 10 al · 
The World W e u • . 1 Tts beadquarters are so in 

was established in 1961 under Swiss aw. 

Morges. WJ.ldlif e Fund is the conservation of the 
The concern of the_ Worl~ fi flora, landscape, water, soils and 

natural environment, Ulcludmg auna, eate awareness of threats to the 
other natural resources. It aims to er al . d financial support for safe
natural environment; to generate moT t ~~ch support into action based 
guarding the li~in? .world, and to conver . 
on scientific pnont1es. . . . ·u·es are mainly earned out by 

. . d publicity act1v1 . al WWF fund-raising an . . and its interoat1on govern~ 
al · twenty-four countnes, d 

National Appe s m . ersonaUties in many fiel s. . 
ing body is :made up of pro~n~ are operated jointly, maoageo;ient 

Tbeprojects of IUCN an . f a Joint Project Operattons 
h the mechamsm o · · 

being arranged. throug b d. work in the closest assoc1auon, 
group. The Secretariats _of the tw~ ~ i~ties pooled whenever possible. 
activities being co-ordmatedC~ an;~ to occupy joint headquarters 
Plans have been made for IU WWF provides a large part of 

. th next two or three years. in Geneva tn e . . . 
the funding of IUCN actlVlt1es. 
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THE ENVIRONMENT IN 1974 

In the northern hemisphere 1974 had its beginning with motorists waiting 
in line to buy petrol while others hoped for the arrival of fuel oil to heat 
their homes. As the year progressed the economies of the industrialized 
world were hurt by growing inflation and unemployment, the condition 
being characterized as a deepening recession. In most of the tropical 
world, cold weather was not a serious problem, but the high cost of 
petroleum and fertilizer crippled agricultural development while world 
food reserves declined. The industrialized nations embarked on energy 
development programmes that were at least environmentally risky, and, 
potentially, dangerous to life. These emphasized rapid expansion of 
nuclear power and increased rates of development of fossil fuel re
sources. Some dangers were emphasized when India exploded its first 
atomic bomb, when an accident closed down the Soviet Union's new 
breeder reactor, and when many uranium-fueled reactors in the United 
States were shut down by unexpected problems in protective systems. 
There seemed little inclination in the industrial world to modify energy
wasting practices or to devote serious attention to energy conservation. 
People and their leaders seemed to cling to the notion that oil is both 
cheap and inexhaustible. Although military expenditures in 1974 con
tinued to increase, funds to protect the environment and enhance human 
well-being were in short supply. 

It was within this global framework that several major world con
ferences were held-one on population in Bucharest in August, another 
on food in Rome in November. The Bucharest conference revealed that 
no general agreement was possible on the need to limit population growth. 
The Rome conference promised some emergency food relief, but had 
no long-term answers for meeting accelerating food needs in a world 
where fuel was expensive, fertilizer in short supply, and water supplies 
unreliable. The centre of world hunger shifted from the Sahel, with the 
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return of rains, to India and Bangladesh where floods, running from 
d~nude~ mountain s~opes, furthe: aggravated already serious agricultural 
difficulties. At years end Famzne-1975! seemed more than the title 
of a book. 

Another world conference, on the law of the sea, demonstrated more 
than anything else how difficult resource issues can be when international 
control over use or exploitation is sought. This meeting will resume in 
1~75, but few conservationists expect that issues they consider urgent 
will be addressed with serious hope of successful resolution. 

With the world in turmoil, it was not surprising that few real con
serv~tion gai~s were made in 1974. The onslaught against tropical forests 
contI.nued without noticeable abatement, although some countries (e.g. 
Brazil, Ghana) proclaimed new national parks in rain forest areas. 
Destructive overuse of semi-arid rangelands, and the effects of drought 
undoubtedly are having far-reaching consequences for wildlife but a 
full evaluati~n of this problem had only begun in 1974. In a me~ting of 
experts on high mountains held in Munich in December it was agreed 
that unless the present rate of deforestation and land mismanagement 
could be halted there would be an irretrievable loss to humanity of the 
world's mountain resources, in some areas within only one or two 
decades. 

Despite t~e generally gloomy overview there were encouraging devel
opments which could turn into significant trends. The wave of popular 
awareness and interest in the environment spread to most parts of the 
worl~. Developing nations such as Papua New Guinea appeared to be 
backmg away from those forms of development that promised quick 
profits at the cost of long-term degradation of land and life. There was 
some evidence of a growing interest in environmentally sound 'eco
development' such as that being prnmoted by UNEP. In the United 
States elections in 1974, conservation forces made unprecedented gains 
at. both the State and Federal level. Venezuela elected a new president 
with strong conservation orientation. In many other countries also 
environmental issues achieved high political prominence. 

At the intergovernmental level there was more activity concerning 
the environment than in any past year. In part this was the result of the 
growing influence of the new programmes of UNEP, now firmly estab
lished in its Nairobi base. However, the effects of UNESCO's Man 
and the Biosphere Programme were also being registered in many parts 
of the world. An enthusiastic response was given to the MAB proposal 
for the establishment of biosphere reserves. At the meeting of the MAB 
International Co-ordinating Council, in Washington in September, many 
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nations were ready to announce the creation of biosphere res?rves ~d 
most indicated a willingness to do so in the near :futur~. FAO s gro~g 
concern for environmental protection was obv1ous 10 ;°lany regional 
meetings, especially in. Latin America, as well as preparation for a world 
conference oo tropical moist forests in 1975. . 

Conservation conventions made some progress dunog t~e year. T~e 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species ~f Wild 
Fauna and Flora, signed by 58 countries when it was ~losed for s1~ature 
on 31 December had been adhered to by 7 countnes. Such action by 
ten nations is needed to bring it into force. Four States of the seven 
needed had adhered to the Wetlands Convention, while the Wo~ld 
Heritage Convention with 10, had received h:11f of the necessary o~c1al 
endorsements. The Agreement on Conservat1~n of Polar Bears, s1gned 
by all 5 States having populations of the white bears, had 2 of the 3 

ratifications required. 
Also at the international level the conferences and workshops hel_d 

by SCOPE (ICSU) concerning the application of sci~oce to econ?m1c 
development attracted considerable interest. The FlISt Internat10oal 
Congress of Ecology, held at The H~gue, had an attendance that far 
exceeded the expectations of jts orgaruzer, n~:incoL. . . 

IUCN's new venture into a series of regional projects !ntended to 
foster the establishment of networks of national parks, b1osp~ere re
serves, and other protected areas met with great support and m~cest 
from the government agencies concerned. As a result of t~ese pro1ects 
and the regional meetings conducted at Seronera (Tanzarua) and s.an 
Jose (Costa Rica), a framework for the protection ?f all of the ~a1or 
biotic communities in East Africa and Central Am~nca was established. 
During the year, 16 new parks and reserves roeetmg the standards of 
the UN List were created. Of these, the new Northeast Greenland 
National Park of 70,000,000 ha qualifies as by far the largest reserve-

albeit an icy one-in the world. . . 
A growing concern was widely expressed m 1-974 abou~ the future of 

all traditional •primitive societies, those not yet hooked ~nto the world 
industrial-technological network. At a Cambridge symposuun: spon~ored 
by the Society for Indigenous Peoples and the UK So.etal S~1ence 
Research Council ju December, anthropologists and ecologlStS rev1e~ed 
the contributions such societies could make toward b~tter underst~nding 
of balanced relationships between people and environment. W~thout 
this understanding ecologically oriented development m~y .be difficult 
to achieve. Yet, if these societies are to survive, c?nservatiorusts, as well 
as all others who seek to influence land-use policy, must take a more 
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serious interest in their continued welfare. The future of humanity may 
depend as much on the conservation of human diversity as on maintain
ing the diversity of wildlife. 

There were good and bad times for fauna. An obscure Australian 
wallaby thought extinct for the last quarter-century was rediscovered 
alive and well. So was the Sinai leopard. Population of the rare Javan 
rhinoceros nearly doubled-to somewhere around 45 animals-while 
the walia ibex numbered about 200 individuals. Both gains were credited 
to improved anti-poaching efforts. A promising start was made to a 
capture and breeding programme for the Mauritius kestrel, whose world 
population had been reduced to 7 individuals. 

But most tltreateped animals and birds continued to suffer. Despite 
the progress of 'Project Tiger' and India's tiger management plan, else
where the great cats were still shot and poisoned. Ivory-bearing elephants 
had a very bard year, as did other species having ivory bide, fur or 
meat products of commercial value. Sadly, gentle animals such as 
dolphins died in large numbers simply by being in the way of some 
commercial operation. Other animals generally harmless to man con
tinued to die for reasons no conservationist could approve, while goats, 
rats and rabbits were allowed to continue decimating the habitats of 
truly endangered species-for reasons no conservationist would approve. 

Perhaps the most hopeful trend is the growing interest in the develop
ment of ecological guidelines (inc1uding human ecology) for use in the 
evaluation of those economic development projects likely to change the 
face of the land or have an impact on the world's biota. Most inter
national agencies concerned with land and resource~ use are now giving 
serious attention to ecological evaluation before approving development 
schemes. IUCN has had a pioneering ro1e in this field which was carried 
further in 1974 through workshops held in Caracas (Venezuela) and 
Bandung (Indonesia), both concerned with guidelines for humid tropical 
areas. 

On the reverse side of the petroleum price increase, which has had 
such adverse consequences in those nations which must import their 
oil, is the accumulation of wealth in oil exporting countries. In 1974, 
two of these oil-exporters, Venezuela and Iran, devoted serious attention 
to nature conservation. Iran was able to strengthen its already excellent 
conservation programme. In Venezuela tbe government is now diverting 
part of its new wealth to establishing a national framework for rational 
use and protection of its living resources. At year's end it was the hope 
of conservationists that other 'oil rich' nations would follow the example 
set by these nations. 
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REVIEW OF IUCN ACTIVITIES 

. . tablished by the triennial General 
IUCN's broad programme. is e~da ce from the Executive Board and 
Assembly. With general policy gm . n . ted by the Secretariat with 
the Commissions, the progr~~ is execu 

the help of task forces and specialist ~o~~\he form of projects which 
Basic elements of the progra~e a ·w ld W'ldlife Fund through 

d · d out with the or 1 . 
are prepared an came . . This ermits the two Secretariats 
IUCNfWWF Joint Project Operations. . p . d ·toring 

. f . ects including screerung an mom 
to handle the process~g ? proJ d 'to rovide supporting services and 
by the IUCN Commissions, an . P d IUCN continues to 

· . . d · · t merations proce ure . 
admirustrat1on. Uni er JOffi . Or . t WWF in relation to pro1ect 
provi~e scientific. a~d. techru:1 ~ceco~tinues to be concerned with 
selection and pnont1es,_ an_ dinate actions in project follow-up, 
fund-raising. Both orgaruzatlons co-or ki the best use of the limited 
publicity, and educational matters, to ma e 
resources available to th~m. . h ro ramme was approved by the 

For the 1973~1975 tnenruum t e p s~lidation and deepening of new 
11th General Assembly at Banff. A con d as well as involvement with 

k rt' ·n 1972 was covere 
lines for wor sta mg I 1 1 . g and resources management 
other problem~ of. enviro?m1en~a P ~~~n This programme also changed 
that are becommg mcreasmg y impo . . . . t 

emphasis and priorities in rel~ti~~e~eei:i~:;e~~b~ns.for Development' 
The programme follows ~ ~ rva•;on s value as an instrument 

. . . thrust emphaslZIDg conse u . ali 
10 its maJor . • . . Th. ·ves strong emphasis to qu ty 
for sound development evei:ywhe~e. f.1s gi andhaltin<>environroen-

. . 1 as shanng o resources, "' 
oflife, w1ldlife, natura are . , . attention to creating awareness of the 
tal degradation. It de~otes ~Jor wetlands and other biotope-s, and 
importance of conserving ram fore~s, rves a; important alternatives to 
establishment of national. parlksdan t:: resega.culture or animal husbandry. 
usingmarginally productive an s or a 
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During the year major work in the preparation of ecological guidelines 
for specific regions was undertaken and efforts to establish co-ordinated 
systems of national parks and reserves in East Africa and Middle America 
received ~ubstantial at_tention. These projects are reported on individually. 

Establishment and improvement of national parks and other protected 
areas and the conservation of threatened plants and animals continued 
to be the major focuses of IUCN's work. 

Effort continued in the fields of environmental policy and environ
mental law, including international conventions relating to conservation 
and activities in the field of environmental education and publi~ 
awareness. 

Most of the projects reviewed in this report were financed by the 
World Wjldlife Fund. UNEP provided funds for a number of important 
~rojects. Funding from other sources is mentioned where applicable 
m relation to specific projects. 

To make the reporting process easier, these projects and activities have 
b~en grouped under five broad subject headings: (1) Conservation of 
B10tic Communities, (2) Conservation of Endangered Species, (3) National 
and International Envfronmental Policy, (4) Environmental Planning 
and Management, and (5) Environmental Education and Public 
Awareness. 
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Conservation of Biotic Communities 

A major focus of IUCN activities has been the conservation of biotic 
communities and their groups of plants and animal species. Substantial 
efforts are being directed to make certain that representative samples 
of natural ecosystems in all biotic provinces are brought under protection, 
whether in national parks or in some other form of protected area. 

This facet of the programme is of central concern to the International 
Commission on National Parks, but necessarily overlaps the interests 
of other Commissions. In this, IUCN has worked closely with and has had 
support from UNEP, FAO and UNESCO. A series of major projects 
concerned with regional systems of national parks and reserves has been 
launched in collaboration with UNEP. 

In particular during the year, IUCN has been concerned with the Man 
and the Biosphere Project No. 8 which deals with the conservation of 
natural communities and genetic resources. The emphasis of this project 
has been on the formation of biosphere reserves, which can include 
national parks and nature reserves as well as other kinds of protected 
and managed landscapes. 

A high percentage of IUCN/WWF field projects are involved either 
directly or indirectly with the conservation of biotic communities. Plans 
were made for a special drive to improve national parks in tropical rain 
forests and to create new reserves. Projects resulting from this work will 
be the subject of a special fund-raising effort by WWF in 1975-76. 

United Nations List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves 

The 1974 United Nations List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves 
was published early in the year, and by the year's end material was on 
hand for the 1975 revision. Selection of areas for inclusion in the list 
is the task of a panel consisting of John I. Nicol (Canada, Chairman of 
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ICNP), Kai Curry-Lindahl (UNEP), Raymond F. Dasmann (IUCN) 
Jean-Paul Harroy (Belgium), P.H. C. Lucas (New Zealand), and Kenton 
R. Miller (USA). The success and usefulness of this list remains largely 
dependent on the input from the responsible authorities ia the countries 
involved, as well as the many voluntary contributions from IUCN mem
bers and others who are closely familiar with the parks listed. 

World Directory of National Parks and Other Protected Areas 

Work continued toward collecting data necessary to produce descriptive 
accounts of all of the larger (over 500 ha) national parks and other areas 
established for nature protection throughout the wodd . IUCN is depend
ent for this work upon the voluntary contributions by the authorities 
. responsible for nature protection in all countries; the material received 
is collated, reviewed and edited by the Secretariat. By the end of 1974, 
several hundred sheets were prepared, and it is expected that the first 
volume of the Directory will appear du ring 1975. 

The Green Book 

This project has been reported on in previous Yearbooks. It covers 
identification and description of outstanding and endangered landscapes, 
and publication of data in loose-leaf form to provide the basis for con
servation action. 

So far, material has been received from Denmark, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland and Yugoslavia. A first meeting of the International Screening 
Committee was held 21 May at Le Manoir, St. Prex. 

At the year's end sheets were being edited and publication of the first 
50 was expected in 1975. 

Ecological data 

IUCN continued to maintain in collaboration with the UK authorities 
the ecological data bank at Monks Wood, UK, in continuation of the 
IBP/CT effort. This represents the material assembled during the IBP/CT 
check sheet survey of biotic communities and has been used in preparing 
sheets for the World Directory of NationalParks and Other Protected Areas. 

Biosphere reserves 

IUCN has co-operated closely with Project 8 of the UNESCO MAB 
programme. During May 1974 a task force on criteria and guidelines 
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for the choice and establishment of biosphere reserves met at UNESCO 
House in Paris. This included many IUCN representatives, and established 
the basis for these new types of protected areas, intended to be centres for 
biosphere research as well as to provide for the conservation of the differ
ent biotic communities on earth. A full report is available from UNESCO 
in MAB document No. 22. 

In September 1974, in Washington, DC, on the occasion of the meeting 
of the International Co-ordinating Council of MAB, many nations 
announced the establishment of biosphere reserves. All of the nations 
represented indicated a keen interest in the concept. Under contract 
from UNESCO, IUCN is identifying areas to be considered as biosphere 
reserves, particularly as part of the projects aimed at the establishment 
of regional systems of national parks . 

Classification of biotic provinces 

As part of its involvement in MAB Project 8, IUCN has continued to 
improve its system of defining and classifying natural regions of the world 
into biotic provinces. A further revision was issued as IUCN Occasional 
Paper No. 9, Biotic Provinces of the World, which included an up-dated 
table of national parks and reserves appearing in the UN List grouped 
by biotic provinces. 

This book is under further review by Professor Miklos D. F. Udvardy, 
California State University, Sacramento, USA. Necessary changes in 
boundaries and descriptions will be made and new maps prepared. 

Regional systems of national parks 

The Second World Conference on National Parks (Yellowstone and 
Grand Teton National Parks, USA, September 1972) proposed that 
measures be taken to organize regional systems of national parks. IUCN 
in close collaboration with UNEP has embarked on a programme to 
follow up this proposal involving regional surveys to identify the repre
sentative ecosystems of the region and to assess their conservation status, 
formulation of an action plan for the creation of new protected areas 
and the improvement of existing areas, and the establishment of machinery 
for regional co-operation in conserving biotic communities. 

The first phase of projects covering the eastern African region and the 
Central American isthmus have been completed. Work on the northern 
and western European region is well advanced, and a start has been made 
on a survey in central and western Africa. Plans have been made to extend 
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the programme to other regions; it is expected that the South Pacific 
and South East Asian regions will be included next. 

Eastern African region 

Initiated at the beginning of the year, this project was one of the first 
of the series referred to above. It involved a survey to examine the major 
ecosystems that are characteristic of the eastern African region and an 
assessment of their conservation status. Botswana, Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Malawi, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia were covered un
der the project which was carried out by Dr. H.F. Lamprey as Consultant. 

A regional meeting was held at Seronera, Serengeti National Park, 
Tanzania 14-19 October 1974, to examine the survey findings. The 
meeting agreed on a programme to extend and elaborate the informal 
'wildlife conferences' which over the past few years have been held 
successively in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda under the auspices of the 
national parks authorities of the three countries. This provides a mecha
nism for co-o,rdination on a regional basis for a two-part programme: 
(1) to define the various biomes and ecosystems of the area and to classify 
them according to their management security; and (2) to ensure the 
security of adequate samples of all representative biomes and ecosystems 
of the region with a national park or equivalent reserve and to improve 
management systems by active co-operation in training, research, exchange 
of information, etc. 

It bas been agreed that the 'wildlife conference' would be recognized 
as the co-ordinating instrument. There will be a formal conference every 
two or three years with informal meetings in between. IUCN, in possible 
conjunction with UNEP, has been_ asked to convene and support the 
meetings. A set of principles was also established as a baekground to 
conservation action in each country working toward similar conservation 
goals. 

Proceedings of the meeting, including the background papers, country 
reports, a summary of the discussions and the conclusions and recommen
dations, will be published by IUCN. 

Dr. Lamprey has continued follow-up action including the identifi
cation of areas that may be designated as biosphere reserves and the 
formulatioo of projects for conservation of specific areas. 

Central American isthmus 

Following proposals from representatives of countries of the Central 
American isthmus to the Second World Conference on National Parks 
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calling for regional co-operation which resulted in the general prop~sal 
for action on regional systems of national parks (see above), a project 
was launched during the year involving the support and collaboration 
of UNDP, UNEP, FAO, UNESCO, IUCN, WWF and the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund. This covered an examination of existing and potential 
national parks and other protected areas in the region, the development 
of a mechanism for regional co-operation, and promoting the use of the 
unique cultural and natural scenic attractions of the isthmus as the basis 
for rural development. 

A team from the Tropical Science Center in Costa Rica lead by Dr. 
Leslie R. Holdridge conducted the survey of the representative ecosys
tems of the region. Dr. Harold M. Prowse working under a Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund grant to IUCN concentrated on the necessary infrastruc
ture for tourism and rural development linked with the national park 
system. 

A regional meeting on management of natural and cultural resources 
was organized by IUCN on behalf of the co-operating bodies mentioned 
above in San Jose, Costa Rica, 9-14 December 1974. Its recommenda
tions have been published in the IUCN Bulletin, as a supplement to the 
February 1975 issue. 

The meeting emphasized the urgent need for an integrated regional 
system of protected areas. Proposals were made for a pilot national park 
in each country, close to the capital, to serve as a demonstration of the 
way in which conservation can contribute to development and education. 
Border areas that are particularly well suited to be frontier parks were 
identified. 

The meeting called for the establishment of a regional commission 
to co-ordinate conservation objectives, supported by national committees. 
A regional UNDP/FAO project to serve as the base for implementing 
these various proposals was recommended, and arrangements have 
been made for follow-up action to this end. 

IUCN will publish the proceedings of the meetings and take part in 
follow-up action. Dr. Holdridge is identifying areas suitable for desig
nation as biosphere reserves. 

Northern and western Europe 

Work continued on the project launched in 1973 to examine the national 
parks and equivalent reserves in 18 countries of northern and western 
Europe with support from WWF. 
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Protection and management given to the parks and reserves varies 
greatly from one area to another, and there is widespread opinion among 
experts that, both in the number of areas protected and in the attention 
given to those areas, northern and western Europe falls short of the 
standards needed to contribute adequately to a world system of parks 
and reserves. 

The present project is concerned with reviewing and evaluating the 
present network of parks and reserves in a multifaceted operation involv
ing legislation, actual protection extended, land ownership and control, 
public pressure on the areas, visitor facilities, exploitation within the 
protected areas, administrative structures, etc. 

The survey team members are: Dr. Duncan Poore, Senior Inves
tigator; Dr. Fran9oise Burhenne-Guilmin; Mr. Stephen Callary; Dr. 
Kai Curry-Lindahl; Sir Hugh F. I. Elliott; Dr. W. Erz; Dr. M. George; 
Mr. Hanno Henke; and Mrs. Paule Gryn-Ambroes, Co-ordinator of the 
survey. 

Most countries involved have been visited by team members and a 
great deal of information collected for final evaluation. The project 
will continue and it is hoped that the report on the survey will be com
pleted in 1975. 

Western and central Africa 

A project with objectives similar to those described above but directed 
to the western and central African region was started towards the end 
of the year with support from UNEP. 

Dr. Pierre Pfeffer (France) has been appointed as Consultant to 
undertake the survey. He is already familiar with the region and will 
undertake a series of visits to examine specific areas and problems. 
Mrs. Paule Gryn-Ambroes will provide support services to the project. 

South Pacific region 

Plans have been made for a regional meeting to consider the political, 
social and economic implications of closer co-operation in the conserva
tion of natural and historic areas, and to discuss practical steps necessary 
to establish and manage regional systems of national parks and reserves. 
The first South Pacific Conference on National Parks and Reserves is 
scheduled to be held in Wellington, New Zealand. It is to be sponsored 
by the Government of New Zealand in association with IUCN and the 
South Pacific Commission. 
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Western Samoa 

Pressure on undeveloped land in Western Samoa has increased consider
ably as a result of its growing population and development to provide 
for higher living standards. The Government has been concerned that 
efforts to satisfy the material needs and aspirations of the Samoan 
people should not be permitted to destroy the country's natural and 
cultural heritage. 

During the year, the Government requested advice on the development 
of a national park system. The UN Development Advisory Team in the 
South Pacific (UNDAT) and IUCN co-operated in the work which was 
carried out by Dr. Colin W. Holloway of the IUCN Secretariat and 
Dr. C. H. Floyd of UNDAT. 

A report providing a blueprint for a comprehensive system of national 
parks and reserves, capable of being implemented in stages, has been 
submitted to the Government. 

Conservation of critical marine habitats 

Work has continued on the project concerned with the identification of 
critically important marine habitats throughout the world as part of the 
effort to conserve representative marine ecosystems. The first phase 
involved the development of a preliminary classification system of oceanic 
and coastal biomes, biotic provinces and habitats. This is to be used a_s a 
primary reference for the development of a system of reserves reflectI~g 
habitat types and ecosystem processes. Preliminary criteria for quality 
and applicability of areas to fit requirements and preliminary guidelines 
for the establishment of reserves have also been formulated. 

Emphasis is being placed on habitats which are representative_ ~f 
coastal and marine ecosystems and are 'rare, threatened or fragile . 
Attention is also being given to locating habitats critical to the survival of 
marine air-breathing vertebrates, such as seals, turtles and crocodiles. 
Certain areas of high priority have been selected, e.g., the Mediterranean, 
western and northern Indian Ocean, and the Carribbean, for more 
detailed studies. 

Dr. G. Carleton Ray (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, 
USA) is responsible for this work. He has prepared drafts of documents 
concerned with (a) the classification of critical marine habitats, and (b) 
criteria for selection and guidelines for the protection, public use and 
management of marine reserves. These will be published by IUCN in 
1975. 
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The surveys described below are part of the implementation phase of 
this project. 

International conference on marine parks and reserves 

Plans are being made to hold an international conference in Tokyo in 
May 1975 to review progress and to promote the establishment of marine 
parks and reserves throughout the world. IUCN, the Marine Parks 
Center of Japan, the Environment Agency of Japan, and the National 
Parks Association of Japan are sponsoring the conference, with support 
from UNEP and WWF. 

This meeting will enable co-ordination of action on marine parks. 
A number of governments have taken measures to create marine parks 
and the number of such protected areas is growing steadily. In most 
countries, however, the necessary legislative, administrative and manage
ment measures have yet to be taken. Reports on the surveys in the North
ern Indian Ocean and in the Mediterranean Sea (see below) will be 
examined by the Conference. 

Northern Indian Ocean region 

Preliminary action is in hand for a survey of existing and potential marine 
parks and reserves in the Northern Indian Ocean including the Red 
Sea and the Persian Gulf. It is planned that a working meeting will be 
held in Iran early in 1975 to examine preliminary work and to plan 
further action. 

Mediterranean Sea 

A survey on marine parks and reserves in the Mediterranean Sea will 
start in January 1975. This will be integrated with UNEP's programme 
on the Mediterranean and will provide the basis for a regional meeting 
to formulate action. 

National park planning and management 

Work continues on the preparation of a loose-leaf handbook for those 
involved in planning, establishing and operating national parks. Robert I. 
Standish is co-ordinating and editing the materials being prepared by a 
number of authors. 
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Wetlands 
Progress was made during the year in gathering data _on wetlands of 
international importance and the promotion of conservation of wetlands. 
Mr. Erik Carp and Dr. Julian Rz6ska are acting as consultants for the 
compilation of the Directory of Wetlands of Intern~tional lmp~rtance 
under the general co-ordination of Sir Hugh~- I. ~lhott. T_he Directory 
will consist of data sheets giving standardized informat10n on eac~ 
wetland and will be issued in loose-leaf form. It will provide the basis 
for conservation action. Material from the MAR, AQUA and_ TE:i--MA 
lists is being brought up to date and amplified for in~orporat10n m the 
Directory. The initial issue of sheets, mostly of MAR sites, should appear 

in 1975. 

Assistance with specific reserves 

Throughout the year various IUCN/WWF projects concerned with the 
establishment and management of specific national parks and reserves 
were in progress. Several of these which are at the reporting stage are 

mentioned below. 

Simien Mountains National Park-Ethiopia. 
Support has been extended for the provision of a skilled park warden for 
the Simien Mountains National Park. 

Manu National Park-Peru. 
Local and foreign experts worked together for the elaboration of a 
management plan for the Manu National Park. 

Banc d'Arguin Reserve-Mauritania. . .. 
The Banc d 'Arguin Reserve has been surveyed and the possibility of 

tourism development studied. 

Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, Ethiopia, India, Kenya, Peru, Ruanda, Tanzania. 
Equipment for protection of a number of parks and reserves has been 
provided in the aforementioned countries. 

Evros-Meric Delta-Greece. . 
The JUCN Working Group on Conservation in Greece has stimulat_ed 
the creation of the Prespa National Park. Work has started on the b10-
logical station of Mikra Prespa in the Park. Plans have been made for 
consultants to draw up a management plan for the Evros Delta. 
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Lake Albefera-Snain 0 r . 
n re~uest from the local authorities, IUC . . 

prepanng a master plan for thi N/WWF are assisting in · s · s area, one of the t · m pain. Mr. Fergus o Gorman D. mos unportant wetlands 
To~ du Valat Foundation, visited' tberra:.~o: of International Relations, 
dations for conservation acti b . Ill November and recommen-

on are emgformulated. 

Conservation of Endangered Species 

Throughout its existence one of IUCN's major concerns has been its 
work with fauna and flora which are threatened for a variety of reasons 
with extinction or depletion. This has involved the wide-ranging interest 
of tbe Survival Service Commission, handled through projects, studies 
and other activities. Foremost among them is the collection and evalua
tion of data on species and their habitats-a continuous effort-and 
the prepa:ration and publication of this information in readily usable 
form. Various measui:es for their protection have been in the form of 
project activities dealing with individual species or groups of species 
and many of the individual projects handled by IUCN/WWF Joint 
Project Operations are concerned with the conservation of threatened 
species. 

Major emphasis has been given to the basic requirement of habitat 
protection. lo any matter concerning endangered species in the wild 
this is implicit and often dominates the activities of a project. 

On the international level, there was action related to the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, 
and to two other Conventions which have major import for wildlife, 
the Wetlands Convention and the Agreement on Conservation of Polar 
Bears. These are discussed in detail elsewhere in this report. 

Threatened Plants Committee 

The Survival Service Commission at its meeting in May approved the 
establishment of a Committee on Threatened Plants to deal with the 
growing danger to plant communities and species. 

The Committee is under the chairmanship of Professor J. Heslop
Harrison, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, England. 
A small group secretariat bas been established at Kew to service the 
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Committee in co-ordination with the IUCN . . 
based on fioristic zones and s .ali t Secretanat. Regional groups 

~~:e~e:X:1 o!;.:~~c~~ i£~~~st s ~;::u:e~nde~e:i*a:o~;~~ 
the survival of individual species !~~~n and. ~efinit1on of threats to 
throughout the world and th ' ~nmties and of whole floras 
threats with proposals' for conseervpreti_:>aratio~ of documentation on such 

. a 10n action. 
A very important responsibility of th c . . . 

and collation of data for the 1 t . t onmuttee JS the collection 
which will be expanded to cove p than Gvo ume of the Red Data Book, 
will be listed in relation to spe~ifi e y:m.nospermae. Threatened plants 
servation action. c areas and proposals made for con-

The formation of the Committee Th . . 
event in the history of the Su . J ;n . reatened. P~ants is a significant 
the first time a comprehens· rv1va t erv1ce Co~ss1on, establishing for 

ive sys em to deal with plant conservation. 

Ultimate responsibility for survival 

~~!:i:s~f;:a~ w:s~::;lopfed some y~ars ago by the Survival Service 
d s o encouragmg govern.me t 1 f '-" 

angered species conservation th h n a ac ion tor en-
the urvival of an enda roug ac~eptance of responsibility for 
the country concerned. ngered plant or ammal species characteristic of 

Such responsibility has been formally accepted as follows: 

a) by France for the Corsican deer· 
b) by Cyprus for the Cyprian mouflon. 
c) by Iran for the Iranian fallow de:r 

cheetah; ' Persian wild ass and Asiatic 

d)) bby Spain .for the Spanish lynx and Spanish imperial eagle. 
e y Zambia for the black lechwe. ' 

f) by the Philippines for the tamar~w and monkey-eating eagle. 

As a result of a decision of the C . . 
Brazil has b · · ommisswn, the Government of 
of the three ~pe~c~~sv1otefdl_to accept ultimate responsibility for the survival 

ion marmoset. 

Red Data Book 

The maintenance of the Red Data Book I 
on threatened species continued w'th ti rtvoh umes ~~ current references 

I u er rev1s10ns of Volume I 
' 
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Mammalia, Volume 2, Aves, and Volume 3, Amphibia and Reptilia. 
Additional sheets for Volume l were issued in 1974; Rene E. Honegger 
has almost completed a full revision of Volume 3; and a full revision of 
Volume 2 is being undertaken by Warren B. King for the International 
Council of Bird Preservation. 

The newly-formed Threatened Plants Committee has provided the 
means for the acquisition of a very considerable amount of data for 
the preparation of fascicles on areas or natural groups in the form 
indicated in last year's Yearbook. This data is now being co-ordinated, 
and the first issues are expected to appear in 1975. 

The Survival Service Commission has set up a small panel under the 
chairmanship of R.S.R. Fitter to advise on and monitor compilation 
and presentation of the Red Data Book Volume I, Mammalia. 

Cetaceans 

The Whale Specialist Group met in Morges on 6-7 May, the meeting 
being principally concerned with reviewing research projects in connec
tion with the conservation of whales and determining research priorities. 
Seven projects were selected for funding consideration: two concerning 
studies of the freshwater dolphin of the Indus river believed at risk 
from environmental changes; one concerning the Franciscana dolphin 
which is threatened by accidental catching in shark nets off the Uru
guayan coast; three concerning population studies of large whales al
ready protected under the regulations of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC), being respectively the southern right and the hump
back whales off the West Australian coast and the blue whales in the 
Svalbard area; one concerning the development of an easily visible 
external tag for marking large whales. An Indus dolphin project and 
the development of a visible whale marking tag were subsequently 
accepted by the WWF Conservation Committee for inclusion in the 
1975 IUCN/WWF Conservation Programme. 

The IUCN Executive Board, which met later in the same month, 
reaffirmed the position taken by IUCN at the 1973 meeting of the 
International Whaling Commission regarding the 10-year moratorium 
on whale hunting and endorsed the need for increased research effort. 
The Board approved a statement to IWC which deplored the action 
of two IWC members in repudiating, under the 90-day rule, three main 
conservation agreements made at the meeting, thus :flouting the majority 
decision of the Commission, considering that this action called into 
question the effectiveness of the IWC. 
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A review is being made on behalf f 
Dr. E. D. Mitchell, Arctic Biological S~ :e w;~e Sp~ia~st Group by 
Board of Canada, of the status of a on o. e Fish:nes Research 
whale fisheries of the world. This will be porp?1se, dolphin and small 
graph with fina ·ai · . published as an IUCN Mono-

nc1 assistance from th F p . 
and the International Society " th p e . auna reservation Society 

1 . . .LO! e rotection of Animals 
n recogruuon of general concern ove th . 

the Government of Sind Province of pr .e status of the Indus dolphin, 
tection to the species and akistan has accorded legal pro
some 75 1ans of the River fu~pobsesl to declare a formal sanctuary over 

us e ow the Guddu barrage. 

Conservation of sirenia 

Si~i:fic~nt developments took place towards . 
of Sirema conservation. a co-ordmated programme 

These threatened marine animal h 
several incipient projects such s ave attracted growing interest and 
Centre in Guyana and fior' ma tas proposals for a Manatee Research 
h na ee research on th w Afi . ave been formulated Th e est ncan coast . . ere was a demo t t d d ordrnatioo. ns ra e nee for overall co-

Dr. G.C.L. Bertram UK unde t k 
in the 1975 Conservation Pro : oo to ~repare proposals for inclusion 
present situation with ers ecr mme. H~s first .task _was to review the 
in October as IUCN op ~ alives for actwn. His review was published 

ccas1on Paper No 12 
The Working Party of the Adv' · : 

~f PAO had recognized at its mee~~ory. Co~1mttee on Marine Mammals 
tion with TUCN and at ·t b mg m nud-1973 the need for consulta-

. • l s su sequent me f . 
who would "enerate conservat· . ~ mg persons were identified 

. "' ion mterest m the m · . . 
populat10ns as the basis for a Sire . S . 1. am areas of Sirema 

ma pecia 1st Group. 

Monk seal 

Surveys and studies of Mediterranean mo . 
further developed in I 974 A rt fr nk seal populat10ns were 
financed by WWF Can d. ptwa om the work of Dr. Keith Ronald 
b a a, o other projects fin d , 

Y the International Fund for Animal We . ' ance res~ectively 
Federation for Animal Welfi U:are and by the Uruversities 

Through the initiative 
0
;-r;; w:;-e under 1Illplemen~ation. 

the Seal Specialist Group a r. tin. E. Sergeant, Actmg Chairman of 
in London in October 19]4 ;iee ~of all these parties was arranged 
that the total population . . :;:; I e data exchanged it seemed clear 

IS u e y to exceed 500 individuals and is 
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declining rapidly. The largest and least disturbed population is that in 
the Atlantic Ocean off the north-west coast of Africa. 

It was recognized that expanding fishing and tourist activities coupled 
with increasing pollution threats presented difficult conservation prob
lems which were unlikely to be solved with the urgency demanded by 
the critical plight of the monk seal, and it was agreed that parallel 
biological and physiological studies be carried out to develop a basis 
of knowledge for a captive breeding programme should this eventually 
prove necessary for the survival of the species. 

It was agreed that Dr. Sergeant should maintain liaison between the 
parties concerned, and should convene another meeting in about two 
years' time should this appear indicated. He is preparing a review of 
the conservation status of the monk seal as the basis for a conservation 
action programme. 

Primates 

The Primate Specialist Group was reconstituted following an ad hoc 
meeting held at Carshalton, UK, at the end of 1973. Its members played 
a leading part in the Fifth International Primatological Society Congress 
held in Japan during August 1974. 

Concern over the administrative delay in the establishment of the 
Po~o das Antas Reserve in Brazil has continued to focus attention on 
the status oflion marmosets. The breeding programme at Tijuca National 
Park remains a high-priority project for IUCN/WWF support. The 
Government of Brazil has been invited to accept ultimate responsibility 
for the survival of the three lion marmoset species. 

The seriously increasing trade in primates continued to exercise SSC 
and the Primate Specialist Group. Data gathering through individual 
contacts and in co-operation with other organizations such as the Inter
national Society for the Protection of Animals and the International 
Primate Protection League has provided means for monitoring the 
extent and diversity of this trade. Apart from illegal trade in endangered 
species such as orang-utans, there is growing pressure on wild primate 
populations from the requirements of bio-medical research. These 
matters are under review for presentation as a major issue at the time of 
IUCN General Assembly in September 1975. 

A co-ordinated strategy for the study and conservation of lowland 
gorillas is being developed by Dr. J. S. Gartlan in Cameroon. 
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Polar bears 

The Polar Bear Specialist Group met at Le M . . . 
·~forges, 3-5 December 1974 tbi b . . an~ir, ~t. Prex, near 
tlation of the Polar Bear Aiz.eeX:en;~h~s fir~t meetmg smce the nego
was the presentation and d1.scu . f mam purpose of the meeting 
· b ss1on o research pro 
mterc ange of ideas and co ordin ti" f grammes to enable 

· - a on o action Resol ti concernmg the co-ordinated d l . u ons were passed 
management and als ~ve opment of telemetry techniques and 

o concerrung polar bear b ti b 
countries not party to the Polar B un ng Y nationals of 
tbe meeting, which will include th ear ~eement. The Proceedings of 
published in due course. e tee cal papers presente~ will be 

The Government of Denmark is . 
ment, already agreed by the autho;~~c:d ~ortly to ratify the establish
of 8000 sq. km in Melville Bay N th reenla.nd, of a game reserve 
only polar bear denning area i~ .,;rt -west Greenland, containing the 
also an important breed· . "es .Greenland south of Thule. It is 
b. d mg area 'or nnged seal a d 
ir s such as the Sabine gull Thi b n some rare arctic 

Danish members of the Pol~ B s Sas r~s~lted from the initiative of the 
ear pec1ahst Group. 

Tigers 

Co_nsiderable progress was reported d . a 

Asian countries which joined in th ~"' the. year from a number of 
Tiger', to conserve viable population: mterna~onal effort, ~Operation 
of ecosystems wmcb include tbi 1 of the tiger and the wide variety 

Th Indi s arge predator as an integral 
e an Government consolidated it . . . . part 

tbe Indian tiger (Panthera 1· . . . s trut1atives of 1973 to conserve 
· igrrs llgns) by increa · · 

operations and by the institution of smg anti-poaching 
reduce human disturbance in "t . a ~ange of measures designed to 
1 t.". 1 s nme maJor tiaer rese M 

P ans 1 or each reserve were compI t d d · "' rves. anagement 
and comment. Two staff memb:r: a:n. sent to IUCN for examination 
December 1974 and took part . di v1s1~ed most of these reserves in 
reserves and with the 'Proiect TI-? ;0Suss1~ns with the directors of tiger 

. J iger teenng Comm·tt Tb ment plans have now been offi .all i ee. e manage-
been made to formulate a com ;~ y ~pproved, and arrangements have 
essential data to guide mana p hetns1ve ~esearch programme to provide 

p gemen practices 
. rngress has also been reported from Ne . . 

tiger reserves; a pilot study · di . pal, .which has three major 
~ 1974. Bangladesh and B~~t: ;~trac~g of ttgers was initiated early 
tiger reserves adjacent to the Indi also mvolved and are establishing 
Bengal) and Manas (Assam). an reserves of Sunderbans (West 
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Mr. Marcus Bomer who is engaged in an IUCN/WWF sponsored 
study in Sumatra on the Sumatran rhinoceros, began a survey of the 
distribution and status of the Sumatran tiger (P. t. sumatrae) at the 
end of the year. Tiger conservation projects are expected to be initiated 
both in Sumatra and in Java (for P. t. sondaica) in 1975. 

Winter surveys in tbe Elburz Mountains of Iran were continued to 
determine if the Caspian tiger (P. t. virgata) is still extant. In spite of 
exhaustive investigation, the question remains unresolved. 

In Bali, two students of Padjadjaran University surveyed the last known 
haunts of the Bali tiger (P. t. balica) for evidence of its existence. All 
reports were closely investigated but no evidence to support the presence 
of tiger was found, which tends to confirm earlier supposition that the 
Bali tiger is now extinct. 

Other cats 

Follow:ing reports from Rabat, Morocco, that lions in the National 
Zoological Park at Temara exhibit characteristics of the nominate Atlas 
race of lion Prnfessor Paul Leybausen undertook an exploratory survey 
during which he confirmed and classified these characteristics as a basis 
for consideration as to whether a project to back-breed the nominate 
race might be feasible. 

In Japan Professor Leyhausen has stimulated local interest in the 
Iriomote cat. A national park has been declared on Iriomote island and 
a three-year research programme initiated under the sponsorship of 
the Japanese National Appeal of WWF, the National Geographic 
Society and private Japanese sources. 

The Third International Symposium on the Ecology, Behaviour and 
Conservation of the World's Cats was held in Seattle, Washington, 
USA, in April 1974. It was attended by many members of the Cat 
Specialist Group, and papers were presented by Group members. These 
included Dr. Carl B. Koford, who is completing a review of the distri
bution and status of the jaguar and ocelot in South America under an 
IUCN/WWF project. The main species dealt with at the Symposium 
were ocelot, jaguaruodi, margay, sand cat, bobcat, Iriomote cat, puma 
cheetah leopard, snow leopard, tiger and Asiatic lion. Major topics 
discussed included behaviour, evolution, status in wild, artificial prop
agation and management in captivity. 

The reports on the survey by Dr. Norman Myers of the status of 
leopard and cheetah in Africa south of the Sahara are now in press. 
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This survey was carried out as an IUCN/WWF project supported by 
the International Fur Trade Federation. 

A proposal has been made for a study of the status of lesser cats . . ' m particular the marbled cat, golden cat, fishing cat and leopard cat 
in West Bengal as a basis for a more extended survey throughout India 
~o enable a conservation programme to be developed. This proposal 
JS now under consideration by the Cat Specialist Group. 

Wolves 

!he implementation of national wolf conservation programmes began 
m 1974 following the princjples and strategies laid down at the meeting 
on wolf conservation held in Stockholm in September 1973 (see text 
of Manifesto on Wolf Conservation, IUCN Bulletin, Vol. 5, p. 17-18, 
May 1974). 

In Italy, local personnel, with the assistance of Dr. David Mech 
of the US Fish and Wildlife Service, carried out an operation involving 
the capture and live examination of wolves in and around the Abruzzo 
National Park, fitting them with radio tracking equipment and subse
quently recording their movements and activities. 

In Greece, a project is being arranged to develop a pilot wolf conserva
tion education programme. In Poland arrangements are being negotiated 
for the loan of a Canadian Wtldlife Service wolf expert to assist in the 
training of Polish conservation personnel. 

Deer 

The Threatened Deer Programme was launched in January 1974. Its 
immediate objective is to use more effective management to ensure the 
survival of the thirty species and sub-species presently included in the 
Red Data Book; its long-term objective is to restore the productive 
status of these deer in the wild. The largest number of world threatened 
deer occur in Asia, and initial effort has therefore been concentrated on this 
geographical region. Attention is now being extended to Latin America. 

In March/April 1974 a member of the IUCN Secretariat visited India 
Nepal, Burma, Thailand, Pakistan and Iran to examine the feasibili~ 
of initiating projects for the ten species or sub-species of deer that occur 
in these countries aod that are under some threat of extinction throughout 
their world range .. 

By the end of 1974, four research/conservation projects for threatened 
deer were operative under this programme (viz. Pea's muntjac, Muntiacus 
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feae, in Thailand; the Manipur brow-antlered deer, Cervu~ eldi eld~, 
· I di·a· the northern race of the swamp deer, Cervus duvanceh duvancelz, 
m n ' · Ch"l) in Nepal; and the Chilean huemal, Hippo_ca-:rzelus bisulcus, m 1 e · 
In addition those concerned with two ex1stmg programmes,. on the 
Persian fallow deer, Dama mesopotamica, in Iran, and the Bac_tnan ~eer, 
Cervus elaphus bactrianus, in USSR, agreed to include t~elf projects 
within the threatened deer programme and to co-operate with the D~er 
Specialist Group in the co-ordination of this international conservation 

effort. 
The results of a study project on the southern race of ~he swamJ? deer, 

Cervus duvanceli branderi, which was completed as a pilo~ exer~1se be
fore the official inauguration of the programme, are of particular mte~est 
in providing an example of conservation action from research t_o im
plementation of management obje~tiv~s. Th~ deer ~ccurs only m t~e 
Kanha National Park, India, and its unmedJate environs. The area is 
now included in one of India's major tiger reserves, and pro?osals 
from the study project are being very effectively implemented. V1lla~es 
are being moved from the park, a large area has been add~d to provide 
for year-round migration of the deer, grassl~ds_ are ?emg ~r~tected 
and burning regimes modified, and poachmg is bemg elnmnated. 
Deer numbers had increased from 60-70 in 1969 to over 200 by 

late 1974. 

Addax and scimitar-horned oryx 

Although the conservation status of these two species has been of 
concern to the SSC for some time, lack of finance a_nd means of co
ordination in the Sahara and Sahelian zones has hitherto prevented 
positive action. However, with international attention now ~o~ussed ?n 
these areas, the opportunity has been taken to develop Jomtl~ ~1th 
UNEP a project to conserve potential habita~s of the a~dax and sc1m1tar
horned oryx together with associated species. To this end, a UNEP
sponsored meeting was held at_Morge~ o~ 10 Decem~er 1974 to develop 
an action programme which will consist, m the first ms~ance, of a _status 
survey of the present and potential habitats of these species. Co-ordmated 
national conservation action will then be promoted. 

Vicuna 

The Pampa Galeras Reserve in Peru has continued to e~joy strong 
government support for the protection of its vicuiia population. 
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In Chile a vicufia conservation programme has commenced in the 
Lauca National Park, where there are some 1000 vicuiias. Equipment, 
including a vehicle, has been provided under an IUCN/WWF project. 

Marine turtles 

The growing concern over implications of commercial exploitation of 
marine turtles led to tbe establishment of an ad hoc Task Force to 
examine this matter with a view to producing a statement of principles. 

The Task Force duly met in Miami, Florida, USA, on 23 and 24 
November 1974, and its findings, which include a statement of principles 
and recommendations, were referred to the Survival Service Commission. 
A panel of this Task Force proceeded to Grand Cayman Island, British 
West Indies, in order to evaluate tbe conservation implications of the 
operations of Mariculture Ltd. This evaluation was the result of a re
quest by that company for a statement of IUCN's official opinion 
regarding its activities. The findings of the evaluation panel have similarly 
been referred to the Commission. 

A short fact-finding survey on the conservation status of marine 
turtles in areas of Thailand, West Malaysia and Indonesia was carried 
out in m:id-1974 by N.V.C. Polunin to provide information found to 
be lac.Icing by a literature survey completed earlier in the year. The 
reports from these two operations are being co-ordinated and will be 
made available. 

Evaluation of game ranching in southern Africa 

Any use of wildlife based on the commercial production of animals that 
brings in a substantial income can, if properly controlled, be an im
portant factor in encouraging wildlife conservation. Conversely, if un
controlled, the sam.e practice may lead to rapid wildlife depletion. It 
is important, therefore, to evaluate the various programmes for wildlife 
utilization that are being carried out throughout the world in terms of 
their economics, ecological consequences, and effects on conservation. 
Proposals for the cropping of wildlife can readily come into conflict 
with other proposals for its protection. It is essential to know to what 
extent these are compatible. 

In August 1974, Professor Archie S. Mossman and Professor Sue 
Mossman of California State University, Humboldt, USA, were assigned 
for a period of one year to make an analysis of the entire game ranching 
operations (including tbe economic, ecological and conservation aspects) 
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. th Africa and particularly in Rhodesia. Professor ~chie 
~o:~~a~7s a pion'eer in establishing game ranching in Rhodes~a a~d 

. . wi"th wildlife utilization and conservation m bas extensive expenence 
southern Africa. hi rall 

Th ill further examine the effects of game ranc ng on ove. 
ey w. for wildlife conservation and in particular the conservation 

~~o;::;:~ endangered species. I~ possil;>le, ar~~ of reported success 
or failure in wildlife utilization projects will be vlSlted. 
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National and International Environmental Policy 

Conservation is increasingly the co 
expressed through national and inter:~~n o[ go:e.rnments, this being 
struments to give effect to them IUCN i~na :ohc1es and the legal in
the formulati f h . . . as t erefore been drawn into 

sought to pro~~t~ c~~~e~~;::~n~ta;;~::n;:~:~h!~e;;a~ionally it ~as 
and to promote international . . e o conservation 
in the drawing up of policy st~~-oper;twn .. N~t10nally it has assisted 
machinery for conservation act· emen s, gmdehnes for legislation and 

M 
ion. 

atters of involvement of gove . . 
relate to the work of the C . ~ments w1t_h environmental issues 
and Administration, and to~:~~~~~ ~nvrronmental Policy, Law 
Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany. nv1ronmental Law Centre at 

International conventions 

International conventions coverin I 
vided one useful techni ue in g nat~ra resource ~roblems have pro
past IUCN has b d q I . advan~mg conservat10n action. In the 

een eep Y mvolved m brin · · 
of these agreements which normal! . gmg mto effect a number 
Several conventions concluded d ~ rei~1r~ a great deal of preparation. 
IUCN has a close involvement a~en:e~err:d ~~t i~:~rea~ yllears. with ~hich 

1 0 owmg sect10ns. 

Convention on International 11 d . E 
and Flora ra e m ndangered Species of Wild Fauna 

The Convention was concluded . W . . 
contributed to the technical Se mt . as~mgton ID March 1973. IUCN r ere anat 1or the meeting h" h 
c imax of ten years of effort by IUCN d ' w ic was the 

an many others. At the year's 
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end, 58 States had signed the Convention, and ratification procedures 
bad been initiated in a number of them. The Convention will come into 
force after 10 States have ratified. 

In anticipation of the duties which fall to it upon entry into force of 
the Convention, the United Nations Environment Programme appointed 
IUCN to carry out certain Secretariat responsibilities, including assistance 
with regard to implementation. Dr. Peter Gainer of the Federal Veterinary 
Office of Switzerland was retained as IUCN Consultant for this purpose 
and visited 26 countries in the course of the year. By December Cyprus, 
Nigeria, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, and the United States of America 
had ratified, and the United Arab Emirates bas acceded. It is likely that 
the remaining three ratifications necessary for the Convention to enter 
into force will be deposited in the first quarter of 1975 and that the 
first Conference of contracting States will take place near the end of 
that year. 

Under the Convention a system of permits and certificates will regulate 
international trade in threatened wildlife by control of exports and 
imports with appropriate national measures to reinforce and implement 
border check procedures. Confiscation of specimens and other penalties 
for violation oftheprovisions of the Convention are provided. Endangered 
species are subject to particularly strict regulation. Commercial trade 
in them is banned. Export of other threatened species is to be monitored 
to avoid over-exploitation. 

Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, especially as Water
fowl Habitat 

The Convention was adopted at Ramsar, Iran, on 2 February 1971, 
by the International Conference on the Conservation of Wetlands and 
Waterfowl. 

At the end of 1974, this agreement had been ratified or signed without 
reference to ratification by four States: Australia, Finland, Norway and 
Sweden. Four other States, Iran, the United Kingdom, the USSR and 
Switzerland, have signed, but at the end of the year they had not taken 
action to ratify. Seven States must become parties to the Convention 
after which it will enter into force in four months. 

In spite of the acceleration in the loss of wetlands, nearly four years 
have passed since the final text was approved and the number of signa
tures requiredfor the Convention to enter into force bas not been reached. 

IUCN is to provide the Secretariat for the Convention when it comes 
into force. 
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Agreement on Conservation of Polar Bears 

The ~gree~ent on Conservation of Polar Bears, the first draft of which 
h~d its ongms. with the IUCN/SSC Polar Bear Specialist Group, was 
discussed and signed by four countries at a meeting in Oslo in November 
1973, convened by the <;.Tovemment of Norway. The last signature, by 
the ~~SR, was affixed m February 1974. Ratification is required, but 
provisio?s called for in the Agreement are already being observed by 
the Parties. 

The A_greeme~t gives almost complete protection to polar bears in 
the ~ctic. Taking of polar bears is banned, although some defined 
except10ns are allowed, most importantly traditional hunting by local 
people. Each c~untry is called on to carry out research on polar bears 
and . to co-ordmate research and exchange information with other 
Parties. 

Convention on Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

Adopte~ by the ~SCO General Conference in Paris on 16 November 
1972, this ~nv~ntion will come into force three months after 20 States 
have deposited mstruments of ratification, acceptance or ac~sion . At 
the end of 1974, 10 States had taken this action. IUCN is to assist 
UNESCO in providing Secretariat functions. 

Convention on Conservation of the Wadden Sea Region 

Following informal discussions in Denmark, the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the Netherlands during 1974, it became clear that the 
~hree Governi:nents were in favour of some form of co-operation cover
mg conservat10n of the Wadden Sea region and that an initiative b 
IUCN w~uld be appropriate. Accordingly, a draft Convention 0~ 
Conservation of the Wadden Sea Region was prepared and sent to the 
t~ree Gove~ments ~ate in the year. It is expected that the Netherlands 
will host a? mternat10nal meeting with the intention of concluding such 
a Convent10n. 

Convention on Conservation in the South Pacific Region 

Following pre~iminary discussion with several of the governments 
~oncerned, action_ was ta~en to draft a Convention on Conservation 
m_ ~he South Pacific Region. This has been sent to the governments 
ehg1ble for membership in the South Pacific Commission. 
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Convention for the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Fauna 

Following a request from the Government of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, a draft Convention for the Conservation of Migratory Species 
of Wild Fauna has been prepared. This Government has decided to host 
a conference to consider such a Convention. The draft was based on 

a study by Cyril de Klemm. 

Law of the Sea 

A small Task Force concerned with the Law of the Sea bas been established 
by IUCN to keep under review conservation aspects of discussio_ns 
at the various sessions of the Law of the Sea Conference and to adVIse 
the Union on any issue that might be appropriate for action. 

Documentation on environmental law 

Information on the regulatory aspects of environmental protection
laws, regulations, etc.-is essential background for many IUCN projects. 
To meet this need, IUCN has built up in its Environmental Law Centre 
at Bonn an extensive collection of such documents, which has been 
classified and indexed. This collection is the basis for the work of the 
Law Centre staff, visiting researchers, and numerous visitors. The col
lection combined with that of the International Council of Environ
mentai Law, with which the Centre shares office space, is considered 
to be one of the best international environmental law libraries in the 

world. 
The three Assistant Legal Officers of the Law Centre have worked at 

the library of the Max-Planck-Institut in Heidelberg in an effort to 
expand the collection in Bonn. This has proved to be valuable in keeping 
the documentation collection growing and up-to-date. 

The Law Centre began to microfiche literature and will soon begin 
microfiching legislation as well. Eventually all library acquisitions will 
be put on microfiche to save space and to provide ease of access. 

In support of the Law Centre's activities, Jamaica's Ambassador to 
the Federal Republic of Germany, the Honourable Keith Johnson, 
sent letters to his colleagues in Bonn to ask them to assist the Law 

Centre in collecting documentation. 
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Treaties and conventions relating to environmental problems 

The existing material at the Environmental Law Centre was used as a 
starting point for this compilation. Enlarged during 1973 to 175 treaties 
and conventions (multilateral only) directly or indirectly related to 
environmental problems, this collection was considerably expanded in 
1974. By the end of the year two issues (one volume) of the collection 
had been published in a loose.:Jeaf binder, a third issue was in press, 
and others were in preparation. 

Analysis of environmental legislation : 
Environmental La,w Information System (ELIS) 

This work involves the computerization of environmental legislation 
at the Environmental Law Centre. The initial research project was 
completed in 1973 with financing by various organizations including the 
Institut ft.ir Doku.mentationswesen (Frankfurt) and the Volkswagenwerk 
Foundation. 

As a folJow-up project the Federal Republic of Germany in August 
signed a 3-year agreement with IUCN to provide funds to build up a 
small permanent unit to maintain ELIS. This generous support aims at 
enabling IUCN to build to fulJy operational this system which bas been 
developed over a period of several years with grants and help from a 
number of foundations and agencies. 

The system involves analysis and codification of legal documents and 
indexing according to a flexible thesaurus of concept terms. It depends 
on the extensive collection of environmental legislation documentation 
available at the Bonn Centre .. At the end of 1974 ELIS covered the 
environmental law of nine jurisdictions. To be fully effective its coverage 
must be much more broadly based and continuously updated. This can 
be accomplished only with the co-operation of governments. 

UNEP has decided that ELIS will be an integral part of the operations 
of the International Referral System for Sources of Environmental 
Information (IRS). It has asked the UN regional Economic Commissions 
to co-operate in approaching governments to include their environ
mental law documents in the ELIS index. UNEP is also co-operating 
in making the services of ELIS available to developing countries. 

It is hoped that governments will make available relevant Jegal texts, 
including court decisions, effectiveness surveys, criticisms and other 
commentaries, in addition to the legislation itself, and continue to keep 
such information up-to-date. 
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. . d to analyze and code such 
At the same time assis~anc;_~;S re;:eedures. Experience shows t?-at 

material in accordance with f p the country concerned working 
b d ne by a lawyer rom T ''-: . this can best e o . d f three to six m.onths. =S is 

as part of the team ~t Bonn for a p~n~ :dy many young lawyers have 
an extreroely educatwe pr.ocess, a~ a ~d in environmental legislation, 
in this way acquired a um~ue bac gro 
both national and international. 

. ·es of wild animals 
Regulations designed to protect certazn specz . . . l leaf form 

. · a the compilation m oose-
This is a continuing.project cov~~gulations governing the protectio~, 
of summaries of natlOnal laws a d d . 1972 and continued m 
import and expo~ of spe~ies. Sta~enowU:fude 131 jurisdictions. An 
1973, pr~Jiminary _info~~ti~nd ~:eeach legal text inside each jurisdiction 
information sheet lS esta . s e title of document, reference, sum
and contains data covenng country, . -a'. t d 

. . d list of species (1,llec e . al 
mary of the prov1s1ons, an d the completion of a geoer 

Preli:mioary work also was made tow: s ountry involved and relevant 
card index of speci~s with refere~ce:; f:~ by family, and later on, a 
le!rislation. This will allo:W a c ass ca l 
se~ond listing in alphabetical ord~r. tinued as one of the Secretariat 

Work on this collection may e cont. on International Trade of 
. h ect to the Conven ion c 

functions wit resp d Fl ra when it comes into iorce. 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna an o 

of state environmental law in the USA . . . 
Inventory . . . as discontinued due to its proliferatmg 
Although the onginal pro3ect w . . . altered form when FUST 

N ed this project JO an 
nature, IUC reassum . ailable to IUCN results of a com-
(Fonds fiir Umweltstudien) made av S terns Corporation (Rockville, 
puter search undertaken by f ~~~ s~~ including the fulJ text of their 
Maryland) on the data bases o ' 
legislation. .. 1 d. ana Iowa Kansas, Maryland, 

The states involved were: ~awau, n N1 ' Hamp' shire New Jersey, 
M. h. n Mmnesota ew ' Massachusetts, ic iga ' ' y · · 

North Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and West irgmia. 

Law studies-projects 
. nsfrontier environmental disturbances 

Private remedies for tra . "bilities for private 
. . t was to examme poss1 . 

The purpose of this. projeC 11 harmful activities originating outside 
recourse against environmenta y 
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the plaintiff victim's country. It dealt particularly with the problems that 
a private suit would encounter under Anglo-American and Continental 
rules of private international law, and with the effect treaties and inter
national public law would have on such a suit. 

The final draft of the study undertaken by Stephen C. McCaffrey 
will be sent to press early in 197 5. The study was financed by the Humboldt 
Foundation. 

The impact statement-a tool to help control environmental problems 

The intent of this project was to suggest that many of the approaches 
used to deal with environmental problems as contained in the United 
States' National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), particularly 
the use of impact statements, can be adapted by other nations. The 
project, however, did not aim at preparing either an ideal version of 
an 'environmental policy act> or 'impact statements'; national dif
ferences in political and legal systems would make such an effort point
less. But it was felt that existing US legislation, plus the implementing 
guidelines of the Council on Environmental Quality and the Environ
mental Protection Agency, could serve as a model. Basic principles 
and approaches to developing national environmental policy and impact 
statement legislation were examined. From this discussion 1egal scholars 
and draftsmen in individual countries can develop precise legislation 
and guidelines to fit their own needs and situation. 

A German translation of the paper was published in the FUST (Fonds 
ftir Umweltstudien) series, Erich Schmidt Verlag. The English edition 
by Orlando E. Delogu was published as IUCN Environmental Policy 
and Law Paper No. 7 at the end of 1974. 

The study was financed by the WWF, through an earmarked contribu
tion of FUST. 

Private property in relation to land-use planning and control: a comparative 
analysis of West German and American doctrines, practices, and problems 

Publications concerning land-use control and the concept of property 
are extensive in both the United States and Germany, but there is little 
literature of value in English on the subject of German land-use controls. 
This study was undertaken not to deal in depth with the problem or 
to provide a review of the literature available in both countries, but to 
provide an incentive for US scholars to give more attention to the 
solutions successfully used in Germany. The study gave an overview 
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f both countries in dealing with these 
of the historical background ~- . dures practices and problems 
issues and an analysis of the po ic1es, proce ' 

encountered. en b Professor N. Wengert during the 
The project was undertak y blisbed in December 1974 by the 

f l 973 and results were pu 
summer o . . of its Policy Science Papers. 
Colorado State Unrversity asWWFone hr . h an earmarked contribution 

It was financed by the . t oug 
of FUST (Fonds fi.ir Umweltstud1en). 

t
. study oif national environmental legislation: common 

A compara zve . nt 
principles for an international law of the envzronme 

. arch for the basic values expressed 
This project, b~gun 1ll 1 ~73, was \ s~e!rislation. It studied the eoviron
in various nations eov1ronm~nt~ 1 c fifteen countries of significantly 
mental legislation of ap. pro~a e ·~al d -nolitical characteristics. It 

~: onomic soc1 an r . . · different geograpwc, ec ' "li d by tbe.se countnes m therr 
focussed both on the approac~es thut•. ze. and water leo-islation. The 

. 1 f and 10 err air o-
general policy legis a ion ality of various approacbes to 
study sought to underscore the co:romon 
environmental probl~ms. . d . October 1974 and was sent to 

The final maouscnpt was r~e1ve m financed by the WWF through 
referees for comment. The project was . . 
a grant of FUST (Fonds flir Umweltstud1en). 

rr . ntz"ves and disincentives and their application to environmental issues 
~axznce ~1:...: 

d me of the possibilities for uw=i.ng 
This project conceptually explore ~o . ed environmental actions and/or 
a nation's tax policy to enc.ourage the tr . . onrnent The obiective was 

· tal to e envrr · ~ 
discourage actions ~etnmen uld b used in developing concrete pro-

. d i.n£ nu.anon that co e 
to prov1 e . o . nd re!rulations for these purposes. 
posals for usmg tax laws a: ~ · l 974. Financing was by WWF 

Tbis project was undertaken Y 1Il . di ) 
f FUST (Fonds fiir Umweltstu en · 

through a grant o 

Guidelines for the establishment of ecological reserves 
. . h ial reference to Canada was made by 

This study oflegal guideline~wltT~pec ulting report by R. T. Franson, 
a team in British Columbia. e res Law in the University of British 
an Associate Professor o.f the Facultydof f the year and will be published 

· b ing edited at the en ° . · 975 Columbia, was e_ al li d Law Papers senes ml · 
in the IUCN Envrronroent Po cyan 
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Law studies-new projects 

Comparative conservation techniques in property law 

The purpose of this project is to develop an extensive collection of legal 
opinions on protected areas legislation and on various property law 
techniques used in the conservation of natural areas. It will attempt 
to document the multitude of customary, conventional and legal rights 
in use throughout the world. This would provide the Environmental 
Law Centre with data to make far-reaching comparative studies and to 
back in-depth opiruons on particular national legislative initiatives. 

The project was approved in October 1974, but lack of funds prevented 
initiation of work. 

Control of environmentally harmful industrial products and processes 

Various means of limiting environmentally harmful effects of private 
production, and of requiring that environmental consequences be consid
ered in private planning decisions, are the subject of this study. Such 
means include (1) a requirement that producers make public the environ
mental impacts of their products and processes; (2) civil or criminal 
liability for environmental harm; (3) a system of produce or process 
registration with inspection by government authorities. 

The problems of greatest current concern appear to be the emission 
of toxic substances and ·the effects of products on en:ergy consumption. 
Further research probably will concentrate on these problems, consider
ing legislative means which will lead producers to take environmental 
effects into consideration in their planning and production. The study 
of present legal requirements will concentrate upon the laws of the 
United States, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the United King
dom. 

The project was undertaken in October but due to the priority of 
other projects, only preliminary research bad been completed at the 
end of 1974. This project is funded by FUST. 

Interests in land 

The objective of this study is to adapt two conservation techniques 
employed in tlte United States, the conservation easement and the doctrine 
of public trust, for use in Germany. 

The project was funded by FUST. 
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Survey of western and northern European national parks and equivalent 

reserves · h 
. w Centre's staff bas been involved dunng t e 

The Environmental La . l . t of this survey (see page 19). 
whole of 1974 wit~ t~e Jefs ~ti~:x~rcovering protected areas in 18 
Analyses of the _Pnnc1p eg leted b various members of the staff. 
European countnes w~re ~om!' artic~atly important because of the 
Harmonization of legisl~tion. is p f g networks of nature reserves 
various programmes which aim at crea m 

throughout Europe. 
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Environmental Planning and Management 

The day has long since passed in most inhabited areas of the world when 
resources ca_n be exploit~d or land used on a large scale without reference 
to surroundmg areas. Disaster after disaster has brought clear realization 
that careful advance planning and study of all environmental factors 
should be u:i:idert~en: The C~mmission on Environmental Planning is 
concerned with thi.s wide-ranging area of activities and monitors projects 
o~ land-use planrung, landscape planning and the production of plan
mng and management tools. 

For. several years emphasis has been given to the formulation of 
ec~lo~ical principles relating t_o e.conomic development and of ecological 
gm?e~mes based on these prmc1ples. Ecological principles, in spite of 
their importance, u~ually are not taken into consideration in the develop
ment proces~. Gmdes to decisions are social, political or economic 
factors, and httle or no consideration is given to the impact on the natural 
resource, whether it be soils, flora, fauna or the productivity and health 
of waters. As a result, many areas have suffered severe environmental 
problems. 

As wa~ e~phasiz~d at the 11th General Assembly (Banff, 1972), 
conser~at10n _is . an important tool for development. Observance of 
eco~ogical pn~c1ples can ensure soundly-based development and can 
avoid costly mistakes. Early in 1973, Ecological Principles for Economic 
Development by Raymond F. Dasmann, John P. Milton, and Peter 
H. Freeman {John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., London) was published as a joint 
ventur~ between_ IUCN and the Conservation Foundation (Washington, 
DC) w1~ financial support from the Swedish International Development 
1?-uthonty (SIDA). This provided the background for further considera
tio~ .of the provisi~n of specific guidelines for use by planners and 
decision-makers. Action taken towards the formulation of these guidelines 
formed a substantial effort in 1974. 
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Ecological guidelines for development in the American humid tropics 

Guidelines for economic development based on ecological principles 
and referring specifically to humid tropic forest areas of Latin America 
were formulated at a meeting sponsored by IUCN and UNEP, which 
was held at the Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas, 
Caracas, Venezuela, 20-22 February. The meeting was co-sponsored by 
FAO, UNDP, ECLA and OAS, and supported by UNESCO, the Fund 
of UNEP, WWF and SIDA. Working languages were English and 
Spanish. 

The meeting concentrated on evolving ecological guidelines in relation 
to the several phases of development activity: land-use planning, project 
formulation and evaluation, and conversion and management of land. 
Some 60 people, mostly officials and scientists from the region, took 
part, and 14 background papers formed the basis for discussions. 

The purpose of the meeting was to determine ways in which those 
who make decisions about land use can utilize the experience of ecologists 
who can identify opportunities for the best long-term use of the land, 
and draw attention to situations where care must be taken to avoid 
undesirable side effects. 

Two field trips to a large area of wet tropics in the southern region of 
Venezuela, arranged by the Corporaci6n del Desarrollo del Sur and 
the Corporaci6n Venezolano de la Guyana, enabled participants to 
confer with officers of the two corporations concerned and to examine 
areas currently under consideration for development in the region. 

The draft summary of the conclusions relating to ecological guidelines 
reached at the meeting were circulated to all participants for comment 
and correction. These were incorporated, and late in the year the final 
text in English was ready for editing and translation into Spanish. 

The Caracas meeting was one of a series being organized by IUCN 
with financial support from UNEP, SIDA, and WWF to evolve ecological 
guidelines for economic development. 

Ecological guidelines for development in tropical forest areas of South 
East Asia 

A further meeting concerned with formulation of ecological guidelines 
for development of tropical forest areas was held from 29 May to 
1 June at the Institute of Ecology, Padjadjaran University, Bandung, 
Indonesia. The meeting was convened by IUCN in collaboration with 
the Government oflndonesia and sponsored by UNEP. F AO, UNDP and 
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UNESCO were co-sponsors, and support was provided by UNEP, SIDA 
and WWF. 

Officers and scientists came from six countries: Australia, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, and Thailand. 

Discussions were designed to identify the ways in which ecology and 
the experience of ecologists could be used to advantage in the course 
of development work while the dangers of unforeseen side effects and 
irreversible damage are minimized. 

Dr. J.B. Sumarlin, Minister of State and Chairman of the State 
Committee for the Environment of Indonesia, opened and closed the 
Conference, which was attended by Ministers, senior civil servants and 
heads of technical departments. A great variety and many shades of 
opinion were expressed in the course of the lively and constructive dis
cussion. The countries represented had very different population densi
ties, degrees of development, fertility of the soil and ways of life, but 
there was astonishing unanimity of viewpoints on the need for guidelines. 
The Conference had little difficulty in formulating and approving some 
70 guidelines. It was considered essential that ecological considerations 
should be taken into account as early as possible in the formulation of 
policies for land use and, indeed, in formulating national goals. 

The guidelines issuing from this Conference were published as IUCN 
Occasional Paper No. 10. 

A national meeting for Indonesia was held immediately following the 
regional meeting in Bandung. This took the guidelines as its starting 
point, and, after three days of discussion, made recommendations for 
action within Indonesia. 

Guidelines for island development 

Under the title of Ecological Guidelines for Island Development, IUCN 
in 1974 issued a further publication dealing with guidelines (No. 30 
in the New Series of IUCN publications). It is designed to assist local 
planners and decision-makers who are concerned with the planning and 
development of islands. 

Prepared by Mr. John McEachern and Dr. Edward L. Towle, and 
published by IUCN with the assistance of SIDA and WWF, the book 
is based on a review of available literature and the authors' personal 
observations of islands of Micronesia, the Arctic and the Caribbean. 
It gives more emphasis to the development and conservation problems 
of an 'island system' than to specific island ecosystems and detailed case 
studies. The study principally considers the world's smaller oceanic islands. 
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Ecological guidelines for use of natural resources in the Middle East and 
South West Asia 

Planning was started during the year for a meeting to consider the 
formulation of ecological guidelines relating to management and conser
vation of natural resources of the semi-arid regions of the Middle East 
and South West Asia, which will be held in Iran, from 24 to 30 May 
1975. This conference will be hosted by the Imperial Government of 
Iran, and is being sponsored by IUCN, UNEP and the Iran Department 
of the Environment. Officers from government agencies and scientific 
institutions in the region will attend. 

Conservation of natural resources in high mountains 

An international conference to prepare ecological guidelines for high 
mountains is being planned for New Zealand during February 1976, 
to be attended by specialists, scientists and others concerned with the 
management of natural resources in high mountain regions. 

The conference will have a close link with UNESCO's Man and the 
Biosphere Programme. 

Ecologists and development planning 

In the last few years, the role of the ecologist in the work of development 
planning has been recognized by a number of agencies. As part of 
IUCN's promotion of the use of ecological principles, it is hoped to 
publish a booklet outlining the place of the ecologist in the development 
planning team. 

A study under the direction of Professor Brian Hackett of the Uni
versity of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK, has laid the foundation for this work. 

Future of the Alps 

Protective guidelines designed to bring accelerating degradation of the 
Alps under control were the product of a Symposium on the Future of 
the Alps held 31 August to 7 September in Trento, Italy. 

IUCN and WWF were among the sponsors of the Symposium which, 
for the first time, brought scientists and planners together with politicians, 
administrators, lawyers and decision-makers to consider Alpine problems. 

IUCN and the Club Alpino Italiano (CAI) were the main organizers 
of the Symposium, working with a committee of representatives of WWF, 
the Commission internationale pour la protection des regions alpines 
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(CIPRA), Euregio Alpina, !'Union internationale des assoc1at10ns 
d'alpinisme (UIAA), and the International Festival on Mountain and 
Exploration Films, Trento. UNESCO and the International Federation 
of Landscape Architects were sponsors, with co-operation from the 
Secretariats of the Economic Commission for Europe and the Council 
of Europe. 

The Symposium was attended by about 450 participants from Italy, Fed
eral Republic of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France and Yugoslavia. 

Scientific general reports summarized national reports from the six 
countries concerned on the various aspects of the status of conservation 
of nature and the environment of the Alpine region, and on the legal 
administrative situation in relation to conservation. 

The recommendations in the form of an action plan deal with all 
aspects of the Alpine problems which have developed with increasing 
population, economic expansion and technological growth. 

A long list of specific directives or guidelines covers planning, resource 
management and use, and protection of nature and natural resources. 
Stress was laid on the urgent need for co-operative action and involvement 
of Alpine peoples; for careful respect of fragile ecological factors in all 
developmental planning, and limiting the proliferation of man-made 
works of all kinds, particularly badly conceived tourism complexes; 
for protection of flora, fauna, additional natural areas and the landscape; 
for efforts to reverse the trend of abandonment of mountain settlements 
and traditional living patterns which have existed for centuries in balanced 
human-environmental relationships. 

A final section of the plan concerns implementation. This calls for 
a broad information and education programme using common texts 
in the languages of the region, increased research efforts, harmonization 
of legal and administrative measures and adoption of standard pro
cedures, maps, etc., involvement of the public and, of course, close 
intergovernmental co-operation. 

The plan, which is published by IUCN in English, French, German and 
Italian, is considered only a first step since to be truly effective it will 
depend on co-operative efforts of the countries concerned to develop 
the programme and put it in force. 

Tourism and conservation 

This project, which covers preparation of guidelines for development 
of tourism based on ecological principles and the definition of sound 
policies for its promotion, advanced considerably during 1974. 
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A draft for the proposed guidelines was received from the co-ordinator 
of the project, V. C. Robertson. It outlined how advantages of tourism 
can be achieved in a manner in accord with sound ecological principles 
and how disadvantages can be minimized. It was concerned primarily 
with the implications of tourism on conservation of the natural environ
ment and wildlife and with the means of reconciling conflicts. 

Comments have been received from members of the Task Force on 
the draft outline and the booklet is now being written. 
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Environmental Education and Public Awareness 

An informed p~blic, aware of conservation values, is essential if environ
mental values m today's fast changing world are to be protected This 
area of concern has been a major part of the IUCN .. 
the u . , r d programme smce 
IU mon s :ar iest ays. It includes not only such direct efforts as the 

CN Bulletm, ~nd other publications, but activities to build environ
~ental concern mto formal education have been a substantial part of 

t
t ekwork as well. The Commission on Education is concerned with these 
as s. 

Project~ started in previous years and reported on in earlier Yearbooks 
were earned forward and a number of new activities were launched. 

World conference on environmental education 

During_ 1974 planning work began at IUCN for a World ConD 
on En~1ronmental_ Education. This will probably take place in ;~~~~~ 
(Georgia) US~R, m September 1976. UNEP, UNESCO and IUCN will 
work _closely Ill the organization of the meeting in collaboration with 
agencies of the Soviet Union. 

co T~e Conference will a~ at influencing decision-makers to take 
. gm~nce of th~ need to mtroduce environmental education concepts 
mto sc ool teaching at the primary and secondary levels. 

Pilot seminar on environmental education methodology in East Africa 

in c~opei;-tion ~ith the World Confederation of Organizations of the 
eac ng rofes_s10n (W_COTP) and with support from UNEP, IUCN 

~po;sor%t~e Pilot Sem.mar on Environmental Education Methodology 
m ast nca at Mombasa, Kenya, from 27 August to 4 September. 
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Thirty African experts took part. Seminar participants included senior 
civil servants from ministries of education teacher educators and leaders 
of national teacher organizations from Ethiopia, Kenya Tanzania and 
Uganda. Observers included representation from UNEP, UNESCO, and 
the Science Education Programme for Africa (SEPA); consultants rep
resented the Association for Teacher Education in Africa (ATEA), and 
a US organization, Total Education in the Total Environment (TETE). 

The Seminar systematically examined an approach developed by TETE 
which describes and interprets man's interactions with his local environ
ment in order to develop an understanding of his impact on the total 
environment. It was agreed that the total environment approach, as 
developed in North America, seemed to provide some common denomi
nators applicable to developing nations, noting that this is, in fact, 
being used in part at almost all levels of East African education. 

Participants agreed on the need for teaching about man and his 
relationships with the environment as a whole. This is being done in the 
region and in some cases at an advanced stage, citing, among examples, 
ATEA's integrated education scheme; environment recommendations 
of the 1973 Ethiopian curriculum seminar; successful application of 
education for self-reliance in Tanzania, and the highly innovative 
Namutamba pilot project in Uganda. The Seminar recommended that 
an inventory of these related practices be made by one of the African 
professional organizations in the countries concerned. 

It was recommended that teaching about and within the environment, 
regardless of which approaches we1re used, must not be simply another 
overlay on existing educational structures. Rather, it should be clearly 
integrated with the work being done by government and university 
curriculum research units, with the best practices found in institutes 
of education as well as actively involving the organized teaching profession 
at each stage. 

The Seminar called on each government Ministry of Education to 
draw up clear and specific guidelines for teaching about man and the 
environment that contribute to the country's national development plan, 
pointing out that only with recognized leadership can truly co-ordinated 
efforts be expected at the local level. 

Second international working meeting on teacher training in environmental 
education and conservation 

Planning was started for a second working meeting on environmental 
education, with special attention to conservation aspects, for the teaching 
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staff of teacher training colleges and other professionals who are 
directly involved in teacher training-both pre-service and in-service. 
This will be a 7-day working meeting at Rhyd-y-creuau, the Drapers' 
Field Centre, Betws-y-coed, North Wales, from 30 July to 6 August 
1975, under the joint sponsorship of IUCN the Field Studies Council 
and the Nature Conservancy Council. 

Seminar on the conservation of renewable natural resources in high school 
curricula 

Tms seminar, was held from 16-26 October in Cordoba, Argentina, 
under an IUCN/WWF project. It was organized by the Centro de 
Ecologia y Conservaci6n de Recursos Naturales of the Facultad de 
Ciencias Exactas, Fisicas y Naturales of the Universidad Nacional de 
Cordoba, with the assistance of the Escuela de Ciencias de la Educaci6n 
of the Facultad de Filosofia y Humanidades of the same University, 
the Secretaria-Ministerio de Educaci6n of the Provincia de Cordoba 
and the Direcci6n Provincial de Recursos Naturales Renovables. 

For the first five days, dissertations were given by experts, followed 
by debate with the participation of guest panelists. This was followed 
by a day of field ecology and environmental interpretation and three 
days of workshop to formulate the Final Report and elaboration of a 
plan of application of the basic concepts of conservation and environ
mental education in mgh school curricula (medium and special). 

The Proceedings are being prepared in Argentina with financial help 
from WWF. 

Environmental conservation education in francophone countries 

Contacts in French-speaking countries were established during the year 
as the first step in establishing an autonomous centre to promote environ
mental education in francophone countries. Dr. Michel Maldague of 
Canada heads the small Task Force handling this project. 

Multilingual dictionary 

A critical analysis of the tentative edition of the Multilingual Dictionary 
of Conservation Terms, including a review of the structure, led to a 
meeting in April between Dr. Duncan Poore of the IUCN Secretariat 
and officers of the Central Laboratory for Nature Conservation in 
Moscow. They examined the review and comments received on the 
tentative edition, and agreed in principle on revisions. In autumn the 
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final Russian and English versions were received, and these are now 
being translated into German, French and Spanish. 

Methods handbook on environmental conservation education in primary 
and secondary schools 

Professor R. N. Saveland, author of the draft handbook, has :undertaken 
its revision in close co-operation with the interested publisher, Jo~ 
Wiley & Sons, Ltd., UK. The work had progressed well at the year s 
end, and publication during 1975 is planned. 

Popular publications on environmental conservation 

This project was conceived as an experiment with techniques to achieve 
conservation awareness among young people in different areas of the 
world. Preparation, publication and distribution of small booJ?~ts on 
environ.mental conservation was envisioned and UNESCO participated 
by including the project in its Gift Coupon Programme for two _rea:s-

In India, the project was carried forward by a volunteer conserva~on.ist, 
Shankar Ranganathan of Bombay, and by the end o.f the year, pu:blicati?n 
of a 16-page booklet in colour was about to b~gin .. T~e bo~klet'. w1th 
simple text and illustrations, is to. be iss~ed rn Hindi, GuJara_ti ~nd 
Marathi languages as well as in English. Tms was based o~ a publtca~on 
prepared for use in Africa by t~e Africa~ ~ildlife Leadersh1~ Foun_dat10n. 

The project calls for a sinular pubhcat1on programme m Afnca ~d 
South America. Kenya and Venezuela were selected as the countnes 
for this effort in the initial phase of the planning, but at the year s end 
consideration was being given to alternative countries. 

Conservation Education-Fiji Islands 

Late in the year planning began on a thr~e-pa~t p~~ject to pr~~i~e 
conservation education facilities and materials m F1J1. The fa~1lities 

involve establishment of a nature trail near three r~serves o~ the island 
of Viti Levu, including provision of multilingual signs, erosion con~ol 
and improved access at a natural swimming pool in the area. Pr~arat1on 
of a 4-page guide to the fauna and flora also is a part of. this_ pha~-~· 
The materials will be a teachers' handbook on conser;atton ~ F1~1, 
to be used in the school system, and preparatio~ of illustrations ~ 
colour for use in conservation posters. The Nat1~nal Trust . for F1J1 
and the Fiji Department of Agriculture are co-operatmg closely m carry
ing out the project. 
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IUCN ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS 

Membership 

At the end of 1974 membership in the Union involved representation 
from 95 countries. 

Members are in various categories (see Statutes, Article II): 

Governmental members 

State members: Sovereign States so recognized by the United Nations. 
Agency members: governmental agencies of all kinds. 

Non-governmental members 

National organizational members: organizations, institutions and asso
ciations organized within a State. 

International organizational members: similar bodies organized inter
nationally. 

Non-voting members 

Affiliate members: organizations, institutions and associations, whether 
organized within a State or internationally. 

During 1974 the Union gained 3 new State members: Iran, Nepal 
and New Zealand. In addition, 32 members in other categories were 
accepted by the Executive Board subject to ratification by the 12th 
General Assembly. The list of members as at 31 December 1974 is set 
out in Appendix A. 

Membership totals at the end of the year were: 
State members 
Agency members 

38 
108 
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National organizational members 
International organizational members 
Affiliate members (non-voting) 

Totals: Governmental 
Non-governmental 
Non-voting 

TOTAL: 

210 
18 
22 

146 
228 
22 

396 

The number of persons linked to IUCN as Supporters stood at 518. 
Maintaining links with members and drawing them into IUCN activi

ties is of major importance to the proper functioning of the Union. 
Secretariat members contact members during travel schedules, and in
creasingly two-way communication is being established. During the year 
arrangements were set up linking organizational members in the US, 
with Mr. John Perry serving as contact. Arrangements of this kind were 
being forged in the UK and in Scandinavia. 

Honorary members 

IUCN has honoured persons who have given distinguished service to 
the Union by appointing them as Honorary Members. The list of 
persons so appointed is set out in Appendix B. 

Executive Board 

As a statutory function the Executive Board provides policy guidance 
to the affairs of the Union between General Assemblies. It is assisted 
in this function by an Executive Committee which currently consists 
of the President and five Vice-Presidents of the Union. The composition 
of the Executive Board is set out in Appendix C. 

The Executive Board met in Morges for its 54th Session 8-10 May, 
and the Executive Committee met in Morges on 8-9 November, 1974. 

Commissions 

IUCN's six Commissions provide advice to the Executive Board and 
the Secretariat on the programme of work and the activities of the 
Union. Their structure remained unchanged during the year. 

A number of committees, working groups and task forces, some of 
which operate on an ad hoc basis, supplement the advice given by the 
Commissions and are concerned with the carrying out of specific aspects 
of the Union's programme. Appendix D lists the membership of the 
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Commissions as at 31 December 1974 and similar listings for committees, 
working groups and task forces are given in Appendix E. 

Secretariat 

In is the responsibility of the Secretariat to carry out the activities 
approved by the General Assembly and the Executive ~oard with 
advice from the Commissions and the assistance of working groups, 
task forces and consultants. Composition of the Secretariat at the end 
of 1974 is given in Appendix F. 

Dr. Duncan Poore, former head of the Nature Conservancy in UK, 
took up duties as Senior Ecologist, sharing with Dr. Raymond F. 
Dasmann responsibilities for the ecological aspects of the Union's work 
with particular reference to flora. 

In May, Dr. Pierre Hunkeler, a Swiss zoologist, joined the staff as 
Assistant Executive Officer, SSC. 

Other changes: Miss Dounia Bendisari replaced Jean-Marc Bovy as 
translator; Dr. Bruce Weber and his wife, Katherine, returned to t~e 
United States following a period of volunteer service under the aegis 
of the Peace Corps; Robert L. Schiffer resigned at the end of September. 

IUCN headquarters 

The Union's headquarters since 1961 has been in Morges. Space has 
been severely limited for a number of years, and this has imposed a very 
real handicap on the staff. . . 

Plans to construct a new joint headquarters with the World Wildlife 
Fund on property already acquired in Geneva remain_ed at a ~tand~till. 
Permission to build is now forthcoming, but financial considerations 
may prevent the immediate implementation of building plans. 

Publications 

The Bulletin continued as a monthly publication during the year. The 
Annual Report appeared in its new format for the fourth time as the 
IUCN Yearbook for 1973. 

Largest publishing project of the year was Second Worl~. Conference 
on National Parks, produced in three separate language editions for the 
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US National Parks Centennial Commission. This is the proceedings 
and papers of the World Conference held in 1972 in Yellowstone and 
Grand Teton National Parks, USA. 

Three publications were issued in the New Series, two in the Environ
me~tal Policy and Law Paper series, and five in the Occasional Paper 
senes. The complete list for the year is shown in Appendix G. 

A new scientific journal, Environmental Conservation, was published 
during the year by Elsevier Sequoia, S.A., for the Foundation for 
Environmental Conservation. IUCN and WWF are collaborating in 
the publication. 

Financial matters 

The financial statements for 1974 are set out in Appendix H. Major 
funding was provided by the World Wildlife Fund. IUCN has been 
able to maintain its operations in past years largely through WWF 
support. !his has gone a long way to reduce the gap between expenditure 
and the mcome from membership fees and subscriptions and the sale 
of ~ublications. In addition, WWF has provided earmarked grants for 
project purposes. The generous support of WWF and its National 
Appeals (a number of which are now members of IUCN) is gratefully 
acknowledged. 

IUCN has been fortunate to receive major grants from the Ford 
Foun~ation over the period 1970-1974. During the current year the 
final mstallment of some 450,000 Swiss francs of the second grant was 
received, bringing the total of these grants to almost 3 million Swiss 
francs. The Union expresses its profound appreciation to the Ford 
Foundation for this most generous assistance. 

The Emil Barell-Stiftung of Switzerland provided IUCN with a grant 
of I million Swiss francs to cover the years 1973-1974. An amount 
of_ S.Fr. 500,000 was received in 1974. The Union is most grateful for 
this ~ery generous help from the Swiss-based foundation, which came 
at a time when IUCN finances were at a crucial position. 

UNESCO continued its annual subvention of some 30,000 Swiss 
francs largely in support of special programme activities. In addition 
special contracts were received for project work. This assistance is 
gratefully acknowledged. 

Initial payments were received from UNEP in connection with contracts 
for projects described elsewhere in this Year book. 
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Grants were also received from the following sources: 

American Committee for International Wild Life Protection, Inc. 

Mr. J.C. Cadbury 
The Charles Engelhard Foundation 
Conder Trust 
Fondation Tour du Valat 
Jachtfonds 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund 
Shell International Petroleum Company, Ltd. 
San Diego Zoological Society 

IUCN takes this opportunity of publicly acknowledging these grants 
with its thanks and great appreciation. 

IUCN 12th General Assembly and 13th Technical Meeting, Zaire, 1975 

The IUCN 12th General Assembly and 13th Technical Meeting will 
be held at the Congress Centre of N'Sele, about 60 km distant from 
Kinshasa from 7 through 18 September 1975. 

The th;me of the 13th Technical Meetiogjs Conservation for Decision-
Makers, with sessions devoted to problems of specific biomes-tropi~al 
rain forests; and, semi-arid and mountainous marginal lands; manne 
environments-protected areas and genetic resources, ener_gy and con
servation, resources and conservation and development dec1s1ons .. 

Meetings of Commissions and of informal discussion groups will also 

take place. 

The John C. Phillips Medal 

The John C. Phillips Memorial Medal for Distinguished Services in 
International Conservation arose from the wish of the friends of John 
C. Phillips (1876-1938) and the American Committee for lnte~na~o~al 
Wild Life Protection to commemorate the life and work of this d1stm
guished naturalist, explorer, author and conservationist. The medal is 
awarded at IUCN General Assemblies. 

There have been four awards: 
1963: Mr. E. M. Nicholson (UK) 
1966: Dr. Enrique Beltran (Mexico) 
1969: Shri Salim Ali (India) 
1972: H.R.H. The Prince of the Netherlands 
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

One of IUCN's principal roles has been that of a catalyst to stimulate 
successful co-operation of various groups and organizations in the solu
tion of environmental problems. 

In this activity, IUCN maintains close working relationships with a 
large number of non-member organizations. These relationships in many 
cases are covered by formal agreements. 

United Nations Organization 

IUCN maintains liaison with the UN Organization in New York and 
Geneva, and is represented at appropriate meetings convened by the UN. 

IUCN enjoys formal consultative status with the Economic and Social 
Council, FAO, UNESCO, UNIDO, WHO and WMO. It has developed 
strong links with UNEP and UNDP. 

FAO 

IUCN has a close association with F AO, working particularly on matters 
concerning wildlife, rain forests and national parks. Sponsorship of 
meetings and conferences, and co-operation in project execution are 
included in this collaboration. 

UNESCO 

IUCN's longest association with a United Nations organization is with 
UNESCO, which, with the Government of France, sponsored the con
ference at Fontainebleau in 1948 where the Union was formed. Since 
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then ru:c~ has. been involved with UNESCO in many activities, particu
larly scientific issues related to conservation and environmental educa
tion. 

A special relationship has developed in connection with UNESCO's 
Man and the Biosphere Programme, especially with MAB Project 8 
'The conservation of natural areas and of the genetic material they 
contain'. 

ll!CN receives a regular subvention from UNESCO for support of 
special programme activities. 

UNEP 

The United Nations Environment Program.me (UNEP) and IUCN have 
established a close working relationship. 

During the year support from the Fund of UNEP was received for 
meetings concerned with the formulation of ecological guidelines for 
development of tropical forest areas in Latin America and South East 
Asia; the est~blishment of co-ordinated systems of national parks in 
Central America and eastern Africa; environmental education; public 
awar~ness of conservation issues and related topics; and Secretariat 
funct10ns related to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. 

Other intergovernmental bodies 

IUCN ~as maintained working ties with the Council of Europe, particu
larly with those groups interested in conservation of nature. 

Links have also been maintained with the Organization of African 
Unity and the Organization of American States as well as the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

World Wildlife Fund 

Various sections of this Yearbook contain references to the collaboration 
between IUCN and WWF. Many of the National Appeals of WWF are 
members of the Union and WWF provides substantial support towards 
the costs of IUCN's operations. 
. Particular note is taken of the close relationship between the Secreta

riats of IUCN and WWF at Morges. Projects of both organizations are 
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managed jointly and staff members operate as a team in handling the 
operations involved. Other aspects of the work are rationalized whenever 
possible to achieve maximum efficiency. 

ICBP 

IUCN has a longstanding working relationship with the International 
Council for Bird Preservation (ICBP) to which all matters pertaining 
to birds are referred. The ICBP specialist groups are associated with 
SSC through their chairmen. 

ICSU and ISSC 

IUCN and ICSU have established a working agreement with the Inter
national Social Sciences Council (ISSC) on environmental issues. 

Active contacts have continued with the ICSU, particularly with the 
Special Committee for the International Biological Programme (SCIBP) 
until its existence terminated on June 30, and with the Scientific Com
mittee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE). 

International Youth Federation for Environmental Studies 
and Conservation 

IUCN has a special sponsorship role in relation to IYF, and it has taken 
an active interest in the various projects carried out by the Federation. 

The 19th General Assembly of IYF, which was held in Bokrijk, 
Belgium, from 4-16August1974, extended IYF's educational activities 
and established a Working Group on Education. In mid-year an Inter
national Youth Training Course was held in the Liineburger Heide for 
participants from eight countries. The IYF Working Group on Land
scape Planning held a Symposium on Environmental Planning and 
European Integration at Ljubljana (Yugoslavia) in June. IYF continued 
to publish its European Bulletin and 'Taraxacum', International Youth 
Bulletin on the Environment. 

Other organizations 

IUCN maintained liaison with various other international non-govern
mental organizations having an interest in the environment. Among 
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them are the Commission internationale pour la protection des regions 
alpines, the International Association on Water Pollution Research, the 
Conseil international de la chasse, the Fauna Preservation Society, 
the International Federation of Landscape Architects, the International 
Planned Parenthood Federation, and the Inter-Parliamentary Associa
tion. 

Contacts and enquiries 

The Secretariat deals with a great deal of correspondence and visitors 
from all parts of the world asking for information on conservation issues. 
Most of this considerable traffic is directed to Morges, but a considerable 
volume goes to Bonn where IUCN's Environmental Law Centre is 
located. The Secretariat has problems in dealing with this volume of 
work, which it regards as important to the Union's general educational 
and informational mission. 

Conferences and meetings 

IUCN sponsors and participates in many meetings. These are the forums 
where the work of the Union is conducted, and where the business of 
conservation is planned, organized, and directed. Meetings provide 
opportunities for information and idea exchange, the development of 
essential intellectual, personal and professional relationships and promo
tion of the cause of conservation in its widest aspects. 

Meetings which IUCN has sponsored (including internal meetings) 
are listed in Appendix I. Other meetings of interest at which IUCN 
was represented are set out in Appendix J. 
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APPENDIX A 

IUCN Members as at 31 December 1974 

Argentina 

Australia 

Austria 

Bahamas 
Bangladesh 

Notes 

GA Departamento de Caza y Conservaci6n de la Fauna 
de la Provincia de Buenos Aires 

GA Iasti_t~to de ~vestigaciones de las Zonas Aridas y Semiaridas 
GA Serv1c10 Nactonal de Parques Nacionales Ministerio de 

Agricultura y Ganaderia ' 
NG Comite Argentino de Conservaci6n de la Naturaleza 

State Member 
GA Department of Environment and Conservation, S. Aust. 
GA Department of Fisberi.es and Fauna, W. Aust. 
GA •Department of Forestry, Queensland 
GA Ministry for Conservation, Victoria 
GA National Parks and Wildlife Service N.S.W. 
GA National Parks Board of Papua New Guinea 
NG Australian Conservation Foundation 
NG *Colong Committee 
NG Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia 
A *Cape York Conservation Council 
A *Tasmanian Environment Centre 
NG Osterreichischer Naturschutzbund 
NG *Welt Natur Fonds 
NG Bahamas National Trust 

State Member 
NG Bangladesh Wildlife Preservation Society 

1 GA Governmental category - agency member 
NG Non-governmental category - national organizational member 

A Non-voting category- affiliate member 
2 The membership of organizations marked with an asterisk (*) is 

subject to ratification by the IUCN 12th General Assembly 
3 Countries within parenthesis indicate location of headquarters of 

ooo-governmental international organizational members 
4 In accordance with Resolution 387 of the IDCN General Assembly 

fi~res showo i? p~thesis indicate the total amount pledged by 
national orgawzational members in respect of membership fees 
above the. minimum subscription of US $100 per annum 
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GA Statni ustav pamatkove pece a ochrany prirody 
Belgium State Member Dahomey State Member 

GA lnstitut Royal des Sciences Naturelles de Belgique Denmark State Member 
GA Jardin Botanique National de Belgique GA Naturfredningsraadet 
NG Ardenne et Gaume NG Danmarks Naturfredningsforening 
NG *Inter-environnement/Bond Heter Leefmilieu NG Friluftsraadet 
NG Koninklijke Vereniging voor Natuur- en Stedeschoon NG *Verdensnaturfonden 
NG Laboratory for the Conservation of Nature, University Centre Ecuador State Member 

of Antwerp Ethiopia State Member 
NG Musee Royal de l'Afrique Centrale NG Ethiopian Wildlife and Natural History Society 
NG Societe Royale de Zoologie d'Anvers (US $150) Fiji NG National Trust for Fiji 
NG Universite de Liege Finland State Member 
NG Universite Libre de Bruxelles NG Finnish Association for Nature Protection (US $200) 

Brazil GA Coordenadoria da Pesquisa de Recursos Naturais NG *World Wildlife Fund Finland 
GA Instituto de Conserva<;ao da Natureza France GA Academie des Sciences de l'Institut de France 
NG Associa<;ao de Defesa do Meio Ambiente GA Conseil Superieur de la Chasse 
NG Fundas;ao Brasileira para a Conserva<;ao da Natureza GA Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer 
NG *Sociedade Brasileira de Paisagismo GA *Pare Nature! Regional de Corse . . 

Bulgaria GA Commission pour la Protection de la Nature NG Association Nationale de Pares et Jardins Zoolog1.ques Pnves 
de l 'Academie des Sciences de Bulgarie NG *Association pour la Sauvegarde de la Nature 

GA Ministere des Forets et de la Protection de !'Environnement Neo-Cale<lonienne, New Caledonia 
en RP de Bulgarie NG Federation Frans;aise des Societes de Protection de la Nature 

Canada State Member NG Federation Frans;aise des Societes de Sciences Naturelles 
GA Canadian Council of Resource and Environment Ministers NG Information et Culture (F.Fr. 500) 
GA *Canadian Forestry Service NG *Ligue de Defense des ~p~les . 
GA Canadian Wildlife Service, Quebec NG Museum National d'H1st01re Naturelle, Service de 
GA *Department of Economic Development, N.W.T. Conservation de la Nature 
GA *Environment Conservation Authority, Alberta NG Societe Botanique de France . . 
GA Mines, Resources and Environmental Management, Manitoba NG Societe Nationale de Protection de la Nature et d' Acclimatat1on 
GA Ministry of Natural Resources, Ontario de France . 
GA Parks Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs NG •societe Reunionnaise pour l'Etude et la Protection 
NG *Canadian National Sportsmen's Show de la Nature, Reunion Island 
NG Canadian Nature Federation NG Touring Club de France 
NG Carleton University Library A *la Ora Te Natura, French Polynesia 
NG Conservation Council of Ontario (US $200) German GA Institut filr Landschaftsforscbung und Naturscbutz, 
NG *Faculty of Environmental Design, University of Calgary Democratic Akademie. der Landwirtschaftswissenscbaften 
NG Federation of Ontario Naturalists Republic NG Deutscher Kulturbund, Sektioa Nator und Heimat 
NG Les Cercles des Jeunes Naturalistes Germany, State Member 
NG Metropolitan Toronto Zoological Society (US $200) Fed.Rep. of GA Bundesanstalt ftir Vegetationskunde, Naturschutz und 
NG National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada Landschaftspfiege 
NG Nature Conservancy of Canada NG Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Beauftragter flir Naturschutz 
NG Societe Zoologique de Quebec und Landschaftspfiege 
NG University of Ottawa, Central Library NG Bund Naturschutz in Bayern e.V. 
A Department of Biology, Memorial University of Newfoundland NG Deutsche Gesellschaft for Saugetierkunde e.V. 

Chad State Member NG Deutscher J agdschutz-Verband 
Chile NG Comite Nacional pro Defensa de la Fauna y Flora NG Deutscher Naturschutzring e.V. 

A Instituto de la Patagonia NG ScbutzgemeinsCbaft Deutscher W~ld e.V. 
Colombia GA lnstituto de Desarrollo de los Recursos Naturales Renovables NG Schutzgemeinschaft Deutsches Wild e.V. (DM 550) 

NG lnstituto de Ciencias Naturales, Universidad Nacional de NG Vere.in Naturscbutzpark e.V. (DM 500) 
Bogota NG Vereinigung Deutscher Gewasserschutz e.V. 

Costa Rica NG • Asociaci6n Costarricense para Ia Conservaci6n de la Naturaleza NG WWF - Deutscbland, Stiftung ftir die Gestaltung und den 
A * Fundaci6n de Parques Nacionales, S.A. Schutz der natiirlichen Umwelt (DM 2,000) 

Cuba NG Sociedad Cubana para la Protecci6n de la Naturaleza NG Zoologische Gesellscbaft von 1858 (DM 2,000) 
y sus Recursos Ghana GA Department of Game and Wildlife 

Cyprus A Cyprus Geographical Association Greece State Member 
Czechoslovakia GA Slovensky ustav pamiatkovej starostlivosti a ochrany prirody NG Athens Society of the Friends of the Trees 

GA Sprava Tatranskeho narodneho parku 
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NG Club Alpin Hellenique Laos State Member 
NG *Elliniki Etairia Lebanon NG Natural History Museum, American University of Beirut 
NG Societe Hellenique pour la Protection de la Nature NG Societe des Amis des Arbres du Liban 

Guatemala NG Asociaci6n 'Amigos del Bosque' Luxembourg State Member 
Hungary GA *National Office for Nature Conservation Madagascar State Member 
Iceland State Member Malawi GA Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
India State Member A *Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, University 

GA :Ecology Council, Gujarat State of Malawi 
GA Indian Board_ for Wild Life, Ministry of Food and Agriculture Malaysia State Member 
GA *Office of EnvJ.ronmeotal Planning and Coordination GA Game Branch of the Forest Department, Sa bah 
NG B~mbar Natural History Society GA Sabah National Parks Trustees 
NG Wlld Ltfe Preservation Society of India NG Sarawak Museum 
NG •woi;ld Wildlife Fund - Indian National Appeal NG World Wildlife Fund Malaysia 

Indonesia GA Institute for Nature Conservation A Malayan Nature Society 
Iran State Member Mexico NG Instituto Mexicano de Recursos Naturales Renovables, A.C. 
Ireland GA *For~st and W.ildlife Service, Department of Lands (US $150) 

GA National Institute for Physical Planning and Construction Morocco State Member 
Research NG *Association Nationale pour la Protection de I 'Environnement 

GA National Parks and Monuments Branch, Office of Public et de la Nature 
Works Nepal State Member 

A An Taisce - The National Trust for Ireland Netherlands State Member Israel GA *Environmental Protection Service GA Contact Commissie voor Natuur- en Landschapsbescherming GA Nature Reserves Authority GA Natuurbeschem:ri.ngsraad NG Society for Protection of Nature in Israel NG Koninklijk Zoologisch Genootschap, Natura Artis Magistra Italy . State Member NG Koninklijke Nederlandsche Toeristenbond GA Azienda di Stato per le Foreste Demaniali NG Koninklijke Nederlandse Natuurhistorische Vereniging GA Commissione di Studio per la Conservazione della Natura NG Nederlandse Onderwatersport Bond 

GA 
e delle sue risorse de! Consiglio Nazionale del!e Ricerche NG Nederlandse Vereniging tot Bescherming van Vogels 

Ente Parco Nazionale Gran Paradiso NG Nederlandse Vereniging vanDierentuinen GA Parco Nazionale d'Abruzzo NG Stichting bet Wereld Natuur Fonds (Nederland) (US $250) NG Associazione Italiana peril World Wildlife Fund NG Stichting tot Internationale Natuurbescherming (US $500) NG Centro di Sperimentazione Agricola e Forestale NG Vereniging tot.Belloud van NatuUIDl.onumenten in Nederland NG Federazione Nazionale Pro Natura New Zealand State Member NG Isti~uto Policattedra di Biologia Animale, Universita di Catania GA National Parks Authority of New Zealand NG Italia Nostra GA Nature Conservation Council NG Lab~ratorio di Zoologia applicata aUa Caccia, Bologna NG Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand, Inc. NG *Mediterranean Association for Marine Biology and Oceanology NG ·•Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute NG Rete Feno]ogica Italiana Nigeria GA Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources NG Unione Italiana Pro Natura 
Ivory Coast State Member Norway State Member 
Japan GA *National Committee on Nature Conservation NG Norges Naturvemforbund 

NG Japanese Association of Zoological Gardens and Aquariums Pakistan GA Pakistan Forest Institute 
GA *Sind Wildlife Management Board NG National Parks Association of Japan (US $200) 
NG Pakistan Wildlife Appeal NG Nat;ure Conservation Society of Japan 

NG Society of BiologicaJ Sciences Education of Japan Panama GA *Direcci6n General de Recursos Naturales Renovables 
NG *World Wik!Jife Fund Japan Peru GA *Direcci6n General de Extracci6n 

Jordan GA National Parks and Historic Monument System of Jordan GA Direcci6n General de Foresta! y Caza, Ministerio 
NG *Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature de Agricultura 

Kenya State Member NG *Pro Defensa de la Naturaleza 
NG East African Wild Life Society Philippines GA Parks and Wildlife Division, Bureau of Forest Development 
NG *World Wildlife Fund Kenya NG Philippine Wildlife Conservation Foundation 

Khmer Republic State Member Poland GA Instytut Botaniki Pan 
Korea, Dem. NG Korean Association for Conservation of Nature GA Instytut Zoologiczny Pan 
People's Rep. of GA Panstwowa Rada Ochrony Przyrody 
Korea, Rep. of NG Korean Association for Conservation of Nature GA Polska Akademia Nauk 

NG Korean National Parks Association GA Polskie Towarzystwo Botaniczne 
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Portugal 

Rhodesia 

Romania 

Senegal 

Singapore 
South Africa 

Spain 

Sri Lanka 

Sudan 

Swaziland 

Sweden 

Switzerland 
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GA 
NG 
GA 
GA 
NG 

GA 
NG 
GA 

NG 
NG 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 

GA 
NG 
NG 
GA 

GA 
GA 
NG 
NG 
NG 
A 

GA 
NG 

GA 
NG 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 

NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 

NG 

Polskie Towarzystwo Lesne 
Liga Ochrony Przyrody 
DireC\:ao dos Servi\:OS de Veterinaria, Mozambique 
DireC\:iio-Geral dos Servi\:OS Florestais e Aquicolas 
Centro de Documenta\:iio Cientifica, Instituto de Investigaciio 

Cientifica de Angola 
Natural Resources Board 
Atlantica Foundation 
Commission pour la Protection de la Nature de l'Academie de 

la RS de Roumanie 
State Member 
Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire 
Singapore Zoological Gardens 
Cape Department of Nature Conservation 
Natal Parks, Game and Fish Preservation Board 
National Parks Board of South Africa 
Orange Free State Department of Nature Conservation 
South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
South West Africa Department of Nature Conservation and 

Tourism 
Transvaal Nature Conservation Division 
Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of African Ornithology 
Wild Life Protection and Conservation Society of South Africa 
Comisi6n de Defensa de la Naturaleza de la Diputaci6n 

Provincial de Valencia 
*Excmo. Cabildo Insular de Tenerife, Canary Isles 
Instituto Nacional para la Conservaci6n de la Naturaleza 
Agrupaci6n Espanola de Amigos de la Naturaleza 

*Asociaci6n Espanola para la Ordenaci6n del Medio Ambiente 
Departamento de Biologia y Zoologia, Universidad de Valencia 

* Asociaci6n Canaria para Defensa de la Naturaleza, Canary 
Isles 

Department of Wildlife Conservation 
Wildlife and Nature Protection Society of Ceylon 
State Member 

*Ministry of Natural Resources and Rural Development 
University of Khartoum 

*Natural Resources Board 
*Swaziland National Trust Commission 
*Secretariat for International Ecology 
Statens Naturvardsverk 
Swedish Forest Service 
Naturhistoriska riksmuseet 
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences 
Stiftelsen Skansen, Zoological Department 
Svenska JiigarefOrbundet 
Svenska NaturskyddsfOreningen (US $200) 

*Svenska Stiftelsen for World Wildlife Fund 
State Member 
Comite Central du Club Alpin Suisse 
Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft 
Schweizerische Stiftung fiir Alpine Forschungen 
Schweizerischer Bund fiir Naturschutz (S.Fr. 430) 
Societe Romande pour l'Etude et la Protection des Oiseaux -

Nos Oiseaux 
*Stiftung World Wildlife Fund Schweiz (S.Fr. 1,000) 

A 
Tanzania GA 

GA 
Thailand 

NG 
Trinidad GA 
and Tobago 
Tunisia NG 

Turkey GA 
A 

Uganda GA 
GA 
A 

Union of Soviet GA 
Socialist 
Republics 

NG 
United Kingdom 
of Great Britain GA 
and Northern 
Ireland GA 

NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
A 
A 

United States GA 
of America GA 

GA 
GA 
NG 
NG 

NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 

*Bibliotheque des Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques, Geneva 
Game Division, Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism 
Tanzania National Parks 
State Member 
Association for the Conservation of Wildlife 
Forestry Division of the Ministry of Agriculture 

Association Tunisienne pour la Protection de la Nature et de 
I 'Environnement 

Ministry of Forests 
Turkish Association for the Conservation of Nature and 

Natural Resources 
Game Department 
Uganda National Parks 

*Uganda Institute of Ecology 
General Department on Nature Conservation, 

Reserves and Wildlife Management, 
Ministry of Agriculture 

All Russian Society for Conservation of Nature 
State Member 

*Agriculture and Fisheries Department, 
Hong Kong 

*Peak Park Planning Board 
*British Ecological Society 
British Museum (Natural History) (US $200) 
British Ornithologists' Union 
Council for Nature 
Field Studies Council 
Pheasant Trust 
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (£100) 
Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves 
Wildfowl Trust 
World Wildlife Fund (British National Appeal) 
Zoological Society of London 

*Conservancy Association, Hong Kong 
Conservation Society 
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture 
National Zoological Park 
Smithsonian Institution 
United States Department of the Interior 
African Wildlife Leadership Foundation 
American Committee for International Wild Life Protection, 

Inc. 
*American Humane Association 
American Museum of Natural History 
American Nature Study Society 
American Ornithologists' Union 
American Society of Mammalogists 
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (US $200) 
Atlanta Zoological Park (US $125) 
Bernice P. Bishop Museum 
Boone and Crockett Club 
Caribbean Conservation Corporation 
Caribbean Research Institute of the College of the Virgin 

Islands 
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NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
A 
A 
A 

Carnegie Museum 
Cheyenne Mountain Zoological Park 
Chicago Zoological Society 
Committee for the Preservation of the Tule Elk 
Conservation Associates 
Conservation Foundation 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Denver Zoological Foundation, Inc. 
Foresta Institute for Ocean and Mountain Studies 
Friends of the Earth 
Island Resources Foundation, Inc. 
Janss Foundation 
L.S.ll Leakey Foundation, Joe. 
Michigan State University Library 
Minnesota Zoological Garden 
National Audubon Society 
National Parks and Conservation Association 
National Research Council 
National Society for Medical Research 
National Wildlife Federation 
Natural Area Council, Inc. 
Nature Conservancy 
New York Zoological Society 
North American Wildlife Foundation 
Pacific Tropical Botanical Garden 
Portland Zoological Gardens 
Research Ranch, Inc. 
Save-the-Redwoods League (US $200) 
School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan 
Sierra Club (US SSOO) 
Soil Conservation Society of America 

*TaJJ Timbers Research Station 
Topeka Zoological Park 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 
Wilderness Society 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Wildlife Society 

*Zoological Society of Buffalo 
Zoological Society of San Diego 
American Geographical Society Library 
Mountaineers 

Uruguay GA 
*Waimea Arboretum 
*lnstituto Nacional para la Preservaci6n del Medio Ambiente 
State Member Venezuela 

Viet-Nam, 
Republic of 
Western Samoa 

GA 
NG 
NG 
NG 
NG 
A 

Yugoslavia GA 
Zaire 
Zambia 
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*Corporaci6n de Turismo de Venezuela, C.A. 
Asociaci6n Nacional para Ia Defeasa de la Naturaleza 

*Instituto de Recursos Naturales Renovables 
lnstituto para la Conservaci6n del Lago de Valencia 

*Sociedad Conservacionista Audubon de Venezuela 
*Sociedad Venezolana de Ciencias Natura]es 
State Member · 

State Member 
Association de la Conservation de la Nature de Y ougoslavie 
State Member 
State Member 

International 

' 

NG 

A 

A 

Wild Life Conservation Society of Zambia 
American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums 

(USA) 
Carribean Conservation Association (USA) 
Commission Internationale pour la Protection des Regions 

Alpines (Switzerland) 
*Confederation Mondiale des Activites Subaquatiques (France) 
Fauna Preservation Society (UK) 
Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agricolas de la OEA 

(Costa Rica) . 
International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation 

Commissioners (USA) 
International Biological Programme (UK) 
International Council for Bird Preservation (UK) 
International Council of Environmental Law (Germany, 

Federal Republic of) 
International Federation of Landscape Architects (Portugal) 
International Primatological Society (USA) 
International Union of Directors of Zoological Gardens 

(Germany, Federal Republic of) 
*International Waterfowl Research Bureau (UK) . 
International Youth Federation for Environmental Studies 

and Conservation (Switzerland) 
Pacific Science Association (USA) 
Union Iberica de Zoos (Spain) 
Union Internationale des Associations d'Alpinisme 

(Switzerland) . 
Association of Zoo Directors of Australia and New Zealand 

(Australia) 
Commission des Reserves Naturelles du Groupement des 

Ardennes et de l 'Eifel (Belgium) 
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APPENDIX B 

Honorary Members, 31December1974 

Honorary Presidents 

1954 Charles-Jean Bernard (Switzerland) t 
1972 Harold J. Coolidge (USA) 

Members of Honour 

1948 P. G. van Tienhoven (Netherlands) t 
1950 A. Chevalier (France) t 
1950 Sir Julian Huxley (UK) 
1952 Hugh B. Bennett (USA) t 
1954 A. Ghigi (Italy) t 
1956 E. Laurence Palmer (USA) t 
1958 W. Szafer (Poland) t 
1958 Tsuyoshi Tamura (Japan) 
1960 L?rd Hurcomb (UK) 
1960 Victor Van Straelen (BeJgiam) i 
1966 Jean G. Baer (Switzerland) 
1972 Jean-Paul Harroy (Belgium) 

t Deceased 
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APPENDIX C 

Executive Board as at 31December1974 

President: 
Vice-Presidents: 

Members: 

Representatives 
of International 
Organizations: 

Professor D. J. Kuenen, Netherlands 
Professor A.G. Bannikov, USSR 
Dr. I. McT. Cowan, Canada 
Mr. Zafar Futehally, India 
Dr. Christian Jouanin, France 
Dr. David P. S. Wasawo, Kenya 
Mr. B. Diourn, Senegal 
Mr. Eskandar Firouz, Iran 
Professor Ulf Hafsten, Norway 
Dr. A. lnozemtsev, USSR 
Professor M. Kassas, Egypt 
Ing. E. Mondolfi, Venezuela 
Professor M. F. Morzer Bruyns, Netherlands 
Dr. Paulo Nogueira-Neto, Brazil 
Professor Olivier Reverdin, Switzerland 
Professor Otto Soemarwoto, Indonesia 
Lie. G. Stutzin, Chile 
Dr. Lee M. Talbot, USA 
Dr. Jose A. Valverde, Spain 
Dr. Gilbert F. White, USA 

Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and Agriculture Organization - Dr. H. J. Steinlin 
International Association on Water Pollution Research - Professor 

0. Jaag 
International Council for Bird Preservation - Miss Phyllis Barclay-

Smith 
International Council of Scientific Unions - Mr. F. W. G. Baker 
International Geographical Union - Professor H. Boesch 
International Secretariat for Volunteer Services - No standing 

representative appointed 
International Social Science Council - Professor Jean-Paul Trystram 
International Society for the Protection of Animals- Mr. Colin Platt 
Iaternatiooal Youth Federation - Mr. Bo Landin 
Organization of African_ Unity- The Head, Educational, Scientific, 

Cultural and Health Department, OAU General Secretariat 
Organization of American States - Mr. Kirk P. Rodgers 
UNESCO - Dr. M. Batisse 
United Nations Environment Programme - Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl 
UNIDO - No standing representative appointed 
WHO - Dr. B. H. Dieterich 
WMO - Mr. C. M. Taylor 
WWF - Dr. L. Hoffmann 

The Chairman and Vice-Chairmen of the Commissions are members in the role of 
consultants without voting rights. 

Representatives of Inter.national Organizations with which the Union has working 
relationships are also members of the Executive Board as observers without voting 
rights. 
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APPENDIX D 

Membership of Commissions as at 31 December 1974 

The Commission on Ecology 

Chairman: 
Vice-Chairman: 
Members: 

Consultants: 

Representatives: 

Professor P. Bourliere, France 
Professor J. D. Ovington Australia 
Professor P. Aguesse, France 
Professor Jean G. Baer, Switzerland 
Professor W. B. Banage, Uganda 
Dr. A. B. Costin, Australia 
Professor J. B. Cragg, Canada 
Dr. Jose C. de Melo Carvalho, Braz.il 
Professor W. A. FuUer, Canada 
Professor OJov Hedberg, Sweden 
Dr. L. Hoffmann, Switzerland 
Dr. Dale W. Jenkins, USA 
Professor Tatuo Kira, Japan 
Dr. H. F. Lamprey, UK 
Dr. Robert M. Linn, USA 
Dr. R.H. Lowe-McConnell, UK 
Professor Hans Luther, Finland 
Dr. Ernesto Medina, Venezuela 
Professor R. Misra, India 
Dr. M. Numata, Japan 
Professor K. F. 0 'Conoor, New Zealand 
Professor George A. Petrides, USA 
Professor Nicholas Polunin, UK-Switzerland 
Dr. P. W. Richards, UK 
Dr. Bernard Salvat, France 
Professor Harald Sioli, Federal Republic of Germany 
Professor F. E. Wielgolaski, Norway 
Professor G. Hempel, Federal Republic of Germany 
Professor Kh. P. Mirimanian, Armenian SSR 
Professor G. Carleton Ray, USA 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and Agriculture Organization• 
Internarional Association for Ecology - Professor M. Lindauer 
International Biological Programme - Dr. E. B. Worthington 
Scienti1ic Committee on Problems of the Environment -

Mr. H. A. W. Southon 
Tbe Institute of Ecology* 
International Geographical Union -Professor H. Boesch 
UNESCO* 

"' No standing representative appointed 

The Commission on Education 

Chairman: Dr. L. K. Shaposhnikov, USSR 
Vice-Chairmen: Dr. T. Pritchard, UK 

Mr. Lars-Erik Esping, Sweden 
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Members: 

Consultants: 

Representatives: 

Mr. James L. Aldrich, USA 
Dr. Dieter Burckhardt, Switzerland 
Dr. J.-P. Doets, Netherlands 
Dr. W. Erz, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. Vladimir M. Galushin, USSR 
Professor V. Giacomini, Italy 
Ing. Ricardo Gondelles-A., Venezuela 
Ing. J. Goudswaard, Netherlands 
Professor M. Hyder, Kenya 
Dr. Hiroharu lndoh, Japan 
Mr. E. J. Kesteloot, Belgium 
Dr. Ricardo Luti, Argentina 
Dr. Michel Maldague, Canada 
Dr Richard G. Miller, USA 
Professor S. C. Pandeya, India 
Professor Paul B. Park, Canada 
Dr. T. M. Szczesny, Poland 
Professor I. D. Zverev, USSR 
Professor A. Eichler, Venezuela 
Professor Denys Morgan, Zambia 
Professor V. A. Popov, USSR 
Professor N. Soyrinki, Finland 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and Agriculture Organization* 
International Union of Biological Sciences* . 
International Youth Federation - Mr. Bo Landm 
UNESCO* 

* No standing representative appointed 

The Commission on Environmental Planning 

Chairman: 
Vice-Chairmen: 

Members: 

Consultants: 

Professor H. Boesch, Switzerland 
Mr. R. J. Benthem, Netherlands 
Mr. V. C. Robertson, UK 
Mr. E. N. Ak:ah, Nigeria 
Mr. G. L. Anagnostopoulos, Greece 
Dr. Diego Arria, Venezuela 
Mr. Fernando M. Chace!, Brazil 
Mr. Gaston Damiean, Belgium 
Mr. Rene Devred, Belgium 
Dr. R. G. Downes, Australia 
Professor Brian Hackett, UK 
Professor W. Douglas Harper, Canada 
Professor V. A. Kovda, USSR 
Professor W. Man.shard, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. M. Makagiansar, Indonesia 
Mr. John P. Milton, USA 
Professor D. Ogrin, Yugoslavia 
Professor Gerhard Olschowy, Federal Republic of Germany 
Professor Peter H. Pearse, Canada 
Mr. Norberto Sanchez-Mejorada, Mexico 
Professor Ralph 0. Slatyer, Australi~ 
Professor V. Vanicek, Czechoslovakia 
Dr. C. K. Varshney, India 
Dame Sylvia Crowe, DBE, UK 
Professor D. R. Denman, UK 
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Representatives: 

Mr. Dewar W. Goode, AustraUa 
Mr. Gert Kragh, Federal Republic of Germany 
Mrs. Joyce Lyndon, USA 
Dr. Joseph A. Tosi Jr., Costa Rica 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and Agricultural Organization• 
International FederatioD of Landscape Architects• 
UNESCO• 

• No standing representative appointed 

The Commission on Environmental Policy, Law and Administration 
Chairman: 

Vice-Chairmen: 

Members: 

Consultants: 

Representative: 

Professor Lynton K. CaldweU, USA 
Mr. B. . Bogdanov, USSR 
Mr. W. E. Burheone, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. A. 0. Adede; Kenya 
Mr. Christfan de Laet Canada 
Professor Richard N. Gardner, USA 
Sir Robert Jackson, UK 
Dr. 0. Kolbasov, USSR 
Professor Jaro Mayda, USA 
Mr. Robert. D . Munro, Canada 
Professor Eckard Rehbinder, Federal Republic of Germany 
Professor Kaoko Sipponen, Finland 
Professor A. R. Thompson, Canada 
Mr. A. E.G. Trollip, South Africa 
Professor Albert E. Utton, USA 
Professor Waclaw Brzezinski, Poland 
Professor Michel Despax, Fi:ance 
Mr. Cyril de Klemm, France 
Judge Nagendra Singh India 
Mr. Digvijay Sinh, India 
Mr. Charles Vander Elst, Belgium 
Mrs. A. N. Wilson, USA 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 

The International Commission on National Parks 
Chairman: 
Vice-Chairmen: 

Members: 
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Mr. John I. Nicol, Canada 
Professor Tb. Monod, Fra:oce 
Mr. Theodor R. Swem. USA 
Dr. E. 0. A. Asibey, Ghana 
Mr. Zekai Bayer, Turkey 
Ing. Mario A. Boza, Costa Rica 
D.r. Ka.i Curry-Lindahl, Sweden 
Dr. Marc J. Dourojeanni, Peru 
Professor Jean-Paul Harroy, Belgium 
Mr. Hanno Henke, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. V. V. Kr:initskii, USSR 
Mr. P.H. C. Lucas, New Zealand 
Eng. Agr. Alceo Magnanini, Brazil 
Dr. D. F. McMichael, Australia 
Professor Peitsa Mikola, Finland 
Dr. Kenton R. Miller, USA 

Consultants: 

Representatives: 

Mr. P. M. Olindo, Kenya 
Professor Subhi Qasem, Jordan 
Mr. Tetsumaro Senge, Japan 
Mr. R. Knobel, South Africa 
Mr. E. M. Nicholson, UK 
Mr. Fred M. Packard, USA 
Mr. M. van der Goes van Naters, Netherlands 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and Agriculture Organization* 
UNESCO* 

* No standing representative appointed 

Survival Service Commission 

Chairman: 
Vice-Chairmen: 

Members: 

Sir Peter Scott, UK 
Professor Jean Dorst, France 
Mr. M. K. Ranjitsinh, India 
Professor A. G. Bannikov, USSR 
Lt. Col. C. L. Boyle, UK 
Professor Archie Carr, USA 
Mr. P. Conder, UK 
Mr. Harold J. Coolidge, USA 
Dr. I. McT. Cowan, Canada 
Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl, Sweden 
Mr. M. C. Downes, Papua New Guinea 
Mr. R. S. R. Fitter, UK 
Major I. R. Grimwood, UK 
Professor T. Harrisson, UK 
Professor Wolf Herre, Federal Republic 

of Germany 
Professor J. Heslop-Harrison, UK 
Mr. Rene E. Honegger, Switzerland 
Mr. Peter F. Hunt, UK 
Dr. M. P. Kahl, USA 
Mr. Karl W. Kenyon, USA 
Dr. F. Wayne King, USA 
Dr. Hans Kummer, Switzerland 
Dr. Fred Kurt, Switzerland 
Dr. Anne LaBastille, USA 
Professor Paul Leyhausen, Federal 

Republic of Germany 
Dr. Robert R. Miller, USA 
Professor Masaharu Nishiwaki, Japan 
Mr. John Perry, USA 
Dr. J. J. Petter, France 
Dr. Pierre Pfeffer, France 
Professor Douglas H. Pimlott, Canada 
Mr. T. J. Roberts, Pakistan 
Mr. H.B. Rycroft, South Africa 
Dr. George B. Schaller, USA 
Dr. John S. Tener, Canada 
Dr. R. W. Thorington, Jr., USA 
Col. Jack Vincent, South Africa 
Professor W. H. Wagner, Jr., USA 
Dr. Lawrence Walkinshaw, USA 
Mr. Philip Wayre, UK 

(Himalayan Group) 
(Wild Horses) 
(Consultant) 
(Marine Turtles) 
(Birds of Prey) 
(Consultant) 
(Deer) 
(Consultant) 
(Birds of Paradise) 
(Alert Group) 
(Consultant) 
(Alert Group) 

(Vicuna) 
(Threatened Plants) 
(Reptiles & Amphibians) 
(Orchids) 
(Flamingoes) 
(Seals) 
(Crocodiles) 
(Consultant) 
(Sumatran Rhino) 
(Consultant) 

(Cats) 
(Freshwater Fish) 
(Whales) 
(Alert Group) 
(Madagascar) 
(Kou prey) 
(Wolves) 
(Bustards) 
(Consultant) 
(Consultant) 
(Polar Bears) 
(Primates) 
(Threatened Birds) 
(Pteridophyta) 
(Cranes) 
(Pheasants) 



Corresponding 
Members: 

Representatives: 

Mr. J. B. Alvarez, Jr., Philippines 
Dr. E. 0 . A. Asibey, Ghana 
Col. Hla Aung, Burma 
Professor Eustorgio Mendez, Panama 
Professor R. Paulian, France 
Mr. Qassim Bin Hamad Al-Thani, Qatar 
Mr. P. D. Stracey, India (Ethiopia) 
Mr. Walter Van den Bergh, Belgium 
Dr. J. Verschurcn Belgium 
Professor Pyong-Oh Won, Korea 
Conseil International de la Chasse* 
Council of Europe - Mr. Jean-Pierre Ribaut 
Food and AgricuJture Organization - Dr. H. J. SteinJin 
Fauna Preservation Society - Mrs. A. M. S. Fitter 
Frankfurt Zoological S~iety - Professor B. Grzimek 
Toternational Council on Bird Preservation - Miss Phyllis Barclay

Smith 
International Society for the Protection of Animals - Mr. Colin 

Platt 
International Union of Directors of Zoological Gardens• 
Zoological Society of London - Mrs. icole Duplaix-Hall 
Netherlands International Commission for Nature Protection -

Dr. J. H. Westermann 
New York Zoological Society- Mr. William G. Conway 
Smithsonian Institution - Mr. Warren B. King 
UNESCO* 
US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Department of the Interior -

Mr. Keith Schreiner 
World Wildlife Fund - Dr. Hartmut Jungius 

* No standing representative appointed 
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APPENDIX E 

Membership of Committees, Working Groups, 
and Task Forces as at 31 December 1974 

IUCN Representative at United Nations 

Representative: 
Assistant: 

Committees 

Professor Richard N. Gardner, USA 
Mr. Robert J. Gruszka, USA 

Committee on the Improvement of Cultural Landscapes (Environmental Planning) 

Chairman: Professor V. Vanicek, Czechoslovakia 
Vice-Chairman: Dr. J. Braun, Poland 
Co-ordinator: Mg. J. Wiltowski, Poland . 
Members: Professor A. Banu, Rumama 

Professor L. Bauer, German Democratic Republic 
Dr. J. Bogdanowski, Poland 
Dr. D. Colic, Yugoslavia 
Dr. Rado Dezso, Hungary 
Dr. J. Drdos, Czechoslovakia . 
Professor E. Hadac, Czechoslovakia 
Professor V. Ionescu-Sisesti, Rumaoia 
Dr. Hristo Kotschev, Bulgaria 
Professor M. Mocsenyi, Hungary 
Iog. Victor Noschtev, Bulgaria 
Ing. Z. Radovanovic, Yugoslavia 
Dr. S. Stajic, Yugoslavia . 
Dr. G. Schnurrbusch, German Democratic Republic 
Dr. D. Stoilou, Bulgaria 
Dr. W. Tille, German Democratic Republic 
Professor M. Twarowski, Poland 
Professor K. Zabierowski, Poland 

Executive Officer: Mr. Alfred Hoffmann, Switzerland 

North-West Europe Committee (Education Commission) 

Chairman: 
Vice-Chairman: 
Secretary: 
Project Officer: 
Members: 

Dr. J.-P. Doets, Netherlands 
Dr. Frede Lauritzen, Denmark 
Miss Carol Johnson, UK 
Mrs. Anne von Hofsten, Sweden 
Mr. Don Aldridge, UK 
Dr. Wolfgang Erz, Federal Republic of Germany 
Ing. J. Goudswaard, Netherlands 
Professor U1f Hafsten, Norway 
Professor Jan Hubie, Belgium 
Mr. H. J. Karllson, Sweden 
Mr. E. J. Kesteloot, Belgium 
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Mr. A. W. Martinsen, Norway 
Mr. Philip H. Oswald, UK 
Mr. Stanley Skillen HMI, UK 
Professor N. Soyrinki, Finland 
Mr. Harry Wals, Netherlands 

East-Europe Committee (Education Commission) 

Chairman: 
Vice-Chairman: 
Secretary: 
Members: 

Dr. T. M. Szczesny, Poland 
Professor M.A. Voinstvenskij, Ukrainian SSR 
Dr. Jadwiga Gawtowska, Poland 
Professor L. Bauer, German Democratic Republic 
Dr. Nicolas Boev, Bulgaria 
Dr. D. Colic, Yugoslavia 
Ing. Jan Dziedzic, Poland 
Professor N. A. Gladkov, USSR 
Ing. Milan Hirs, Czechoslavakia 
Mr. Todor Kirov, Bulgaria 
Dr. Gyorgy Kontra, Hungary 
Professor Kh. P. Mirimanian, Armenian SSR 
Professor Stefania Neder, Rumania 
Professor Valeriu Puscariu, Rumania 
Dr. Zoltan Rakonczay, Hungary 
Mr. Petr Rodopski, Bulgaria 
Dr. S. Stajic, Yugoslavia 
Dr. Eniko Szalay-Marzso, Hungary 
Dr. N. Toniuc, Rumania 
Ing. M. K. Toshkov, Bulgaria 
Dr. A. Yins, Czechoslovakia 
Dr. J. Z. Vulterin, Czechoslovakia 
Dr. H. Weinitschk:e, German Democratic Republic 

Task Forces and Working Groups 

Jaguar and Ocelot 
Dr. Carl B. Koford, USA 

Leopard and Cheetah 

Sirenia 

Small Cetacea 

Marine Turtles 
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Dr. Norman Myers, Kenya 

Dr. G. C. L. Bertram, UK 

Dr. E. D. Mitchell, Canada 

Professor Archie Carr, USA 
Professor T. Harrisson, UK 
Mr. George H. Balazs USA 
Professor L. D . Brongersma, Netherlands 
Professor D avid W. Ehrenfeld, USA 
Dr. Harold F. Hirth, USA 
Dr. George R. Hughes, South Africa 
Dr. F. Wayne King, USA 

Dr. Nicholas Mrosovsky, Canada 
Dr. P. C. H. Pritchard, USA 
Mr. G. S. de Silva, Malaysia 

Islands Working Group 

Mr. Harold J. Coolidge, USA 
Dr. Raymond F. Dasmann, IUCN 
Sir Hugh F. I. Elliott, Bt., IUCN 
Dr. Christian Jouanin, France 
Mr. E. M. Nicholson, UK 
Dr. Lee M. Talbot, USA 

Selection Panel for the UN List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves 

Chairman: Mr. John I. Nicol, Canada 
Members: Dr. Kai Curry-Lindahl, Sweden 

Dr. Raymond F. Dasmann, IUCN 
Professor Jean-Paul Harroy, Belgium 
Mr. P. H. C. Lucas, New Zealand 
Dr. Kenton R. Miller, USA 

Working Group on Conservation in Greece 

Chairman: Dr. L. Hoffmann. Switzerland 
Members ; Mr. Byron Antipas, Greece 

Mr. W. Bauer, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. H.-J. Bohr, Federal Republic of Germany 
Mr. E. Carp, UK 
Mr. G . Miiller, Federal Republic of Germany 
Mr. J.-F. Terrasse, France 

Working Group on Conservation in Indonesia 

Dr. Fred Kurt, Switzerland 
Professor R. Schenkel, Switzerland 
Professor Otto Soemarwoto, Indonesia 
Dr. J. H. Westermann, Netherlands 

Wetlands Working Group 

PAO - no standing representative appointed 
IBP** 

Miss Gina Douglas, Scientific Co-ordinator, IBP/CT 
Mr. E. M. Nicholson, IBP/CT Convener 
Dr. T. Pritchard, Convener of Project TELMA 
Dr. J. Rz6ska, Scientific Co-ordinator, IBP/PF 
Dr. E. B. Worthington, Scientific Director, IBP 

ICBP 
Miss Phyllis Barclay-Smith, Secretary (UK) ICBP 
Professor M. F. Morzer Bruyns 

IUCN 
Mr. Frank G. Nicholls, Deputy Director General, IUCN 
Sir Hugh F. I. Elliott, Bt., IUCN 

IWRB 
Dr. L. Hoffmann, Co-ordinator, IWRB Mediterranean Branch 
Professor G. V. T. Matthews, Director, IWRB 
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SIL 
Professor Hans Luther, SIL National Representative for Finland 
Dr. E. B. Worthington 

UNESCO - no standing representative appointed 
** The Special Committee for the International Biological Programme ceased to exist 
on 30 June 1974. These individuals continue to serve on the Wetlands Working Group. 

'Post-Stockholm Conference' Task Force 
Chairman: Mr. Christian de Laet, Canada 
Members: Mr. Peter Ellyard, Australia 

Mr. Robert J. Gruszka, USA 
Mr. Scott MacLeod, USA 
Mr. Robert D. Mumo, Canada 
Mrs. Shadia Schneider-Sawiris, Egypt/Federal Republic of 

Germany 

Survival Service Commission, Specialist Groups 
Orchid Group 
Chairman: 
Members: 

Mr. Peter F. Hunt, UK 
Mr. A. W. Dockrill, Australia 
Mr. G. C. K. Dunsterville, Venezuela 
Dr. A. Lawalree, Belgium 
Dr. T. Smitinand, Thailand 
Mr. N. Wisniewski, German Democratic Republic 

Freshwater Fish Group 
Chairman: Dr. Robert R. Miller, USA 
Members: Dr. E. R. Alfred, Malaysia 

Professor C. L. Hubbs, USA 
Professor C. Kosswig, Turkey 
Dr. A.G. K. Menon, India 
Professor Th. Monod, France 
Dr. Morizumi Nakamura, Japan 
Professor C. Suvatti, Thailand 
Professor A. N. Svetovidov, USSR 
Dr. E. Trewavas, UK 
Dr. Tyson Roberts, USA 
Mr. Alwyne C. Wheeler, UK 

Reptile/ Amphibian Group 
Co-ordinator: Mr. Rene E. Honegger, Switzerland 
Members: Dr. E. R. Alfred, Malaysia 

Crocodile Group 
Chairman: 
Members: 
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Dr. Arden H. Brame, Jr., USA/S. America 
Dr. Donald G. Broadley, Rhodesia 
Dr. Silvio Bruno, Italy - Mediterranean 
Dr. R. Bruce Bury, USA 
Dr. H. Robert Bustard, Australia 
Mr. J. C. Daniel, India 
Dr. F. Wayne King, USA 
Mr. J. D. Romer, MBE, Hong Kong 
Mr. Jaime D. Villa, Nicaragua 

Dr. F. Wayne King, USA 
Mr. R. I. G. Attwell, Rhodesia 
Dr. A. d'A. Bellairs, UK 

Dr. H. Robert Bustard, Australia 
Dr. Howard W. Campbell, USA 
Dr. Robert H. Chabreck, USA 
Dr. Hugh B. Cott, UK 
Mr. J. S. Dobbs, USA 
Mr. M. C. Downes, Papua New Guinea 
Mr. Rene E. Honegger, Switzerland 
Professor F. Medem, Colombia 
Mr. J. H. Powell, Jr., USA 
Mr. T. Pooley, Zululand, South Africa 
Mr. Luis S. Varona, Cuba 
Mr. U. Yangprapakorn, Thailand 

Marine Turtle Group 

Co-Chairmen: 

Members: 

Birds 

Professor Archie Carr, USA 
Professor T. Harrisson, UK 
Dr. Peter R. Bacon, Trinidad and Tobago 
Professor L. D. Brongersma, Netherlands 
Dr. H. Robert Bustard, Australia 
Dr. P. E. P. Deraniyagala, Sri Lanka 
Mrs. Mary-Margaret Goodwin, USA 
Professor John R. Hendrickson, USA 
Dr. Harold F. Hirth, USA 
Mr. George R. Hughes, South Africa 
Dr. R. Kaufmann, Colombia 
Mr. B. J. Lusty, UK 
Biol. Rene Marquez, Mexico 
Dr. P. C.H. Pritchard, USA 
Dr. Joop P. Schultz, Surinam 
Mr. G. S. de Silva, Malaysia 
Mr. I. S. Suwelo, Indonesia 
Mr. Tho Yow Pong, Malaysia 
Dr. I. Uchida, Japan 

IUCN/SSC looks to the International Council for Bird Preservation with regard to 
conservation action relating to birds. The co-ordinators of ICBP World Working 
Groups are members of SSC and these, together with the ICBP representative, assure 
essential liaison. Working Groups are as follows: Bustards, Birds of Prey, Cranes 
Flamingoes, Pheasants, Birds of Paradise, and Bower Birds. ' 

Cat Group (in formation) 
Chairman: 
Secretary: 

Deer Group 

Chairman: 
Members: 

Professor Paul Leyhausen, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. Paul Joslin, UK 

Dr. I. McT. Cowan, Canada 
Dr. V. Geist, Canada 
Dr. Fred Kurt, Switzerland 
Dr. G. Petrides, USA 
Mr. M. K. Ranjitsinh, India 
Mr. Arjan Singh, India 
Dr. R. Taber, USA 
Mr. K. Whitehead, UK 
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Primate Group 

Chairman: 
Members: 

Polar Bear Group 

Chairman: 
Convener: 
Members: 

Dr. R. W. Thorington, USA 
Dr. J. S. Gartlan, USA 
Dr. K. Hobbs, UK 
Dr. J. Itani, Japan 
Dr. Hans Kummer, Switzerland 
Dr. G. Kurup, India 
Dr. J. MacKinnon, UK 
Lord Medway, UK 
Dr. J. J. Petter, France 
Dr. T. Struhsaker, USA 
Ms. J. Wolfheim, USA 

Mr. Thor Larsen, Norway 
Dr. John S. Tener, Canada 
Mr. James Brooks, USA 
Mr. George Kolenosky, Canada 
Mr. Jack W. Lentfer, USA 
Mr. Magnar Norderhaug, Norway 
Dr. Savva M. Uspensky, USSR 
Dr. Christian Vibe, Denmark 
Mr. Eigil Reimers, Norway 

Rhino Group (in formation) 

Seal Group 

Acting Chairman: Dr. D. E. Sergeant, Canada 
Members: Dr. Anelio Aguayo L., Chile 

Mr. W. N. Bonner, UK 

Vicuiia Group 

Chairman 
Secretary 
Members 
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Dr. A. W. Erickson, USA 
Mr. Karl W. Kenyon, USA 
Dr. Judith E. King, Australia 
Dr. R. M. Laws, UK 
Dr. A. W. Mansfield, Canada 
Professor Masaharu Nishiwaki Japan 
Dr. Torger 0ritsland, Norway' 
Dr. Keith Ronald, Canada 
Dr. Raul Vaz Ferreira, Uruguay 
Mr. R. M. Warneke, Australia 

Professor Wolf Herre, Federal Republic of Germany 
Dr. Hartmut Jungius, Switzerland 
Ing. Percy Baptista L., Bolivia 
Ing. Flavio Bazan, USA 
Dr. Armando G. Cardozo, Ecuador 
Dr. Marc J. Dourojeanni, Peru 
Mr. William L. Franklin, USA 
Dr. Rudolf Hofmann, Peru 
Ing. Carlos Ponce del Prado, Peru 
Sr. Jiirgen Rottmann S., Chile 
Mr. Christian R. Schmidt, Switzerland 

Wild Horse Group 

Chairman: 
Members: 

Whale Group 

Chairman: 
Members: 

Wolf Group 

Chairman: 
Co-Chairman: 
Members: 

Professor A.G. Bannikov, USSR 
Miss D. Machin Goodall, UK 
Professor D. Tsevegmid, Mongolia 
Dr. Zdenek Veselovsky, Czechoslovakia 
Dr. J. Volf, Czechoslovakia 

Professor Masaharu Nishiwaki, Japan 
Dr. Anelio Aguayo L., Chile 
Mr. Peter Best, South Africa 
Mr. Sidney Brown, UK 
Professor D. G. Chapman, USA 
Professor B. Dawbin, Australia 
Dr. R. Gambell, UK 
Dr. Sidney J. Holt, Malta 
Dr. A. Jonsgaard, Norway 
Dr. S. Ohsumi, Japan 
Mr. Dale W. Rice, USA 
Dr. David E. Sergeant, Canada 
Dr. Alexey V. Yablokov, USSR 

Professor Douglas H. Pimlott, Canada 
Professor D. I. Bibikov, USSR 
Dr. Nicolas Boev, Bulgaria 
Dr. A. Filipascu, Rumania 
Professor B. Haglund, Sweden 
Dr. L. David Mech, USA 
Mr. Allan Murray, Canada 
Dr. Svein Myrberget, Norway 
Professor J. Ondrias, Greece 
Mrs. Jelena Popovic, Yugoslavia 
Dr.E.Pullianen,Finland 
Mr. R. A. Rausch, USA 
Professor R. Schenkel, Switzerland 
Dr. Piotr Suminski, Poland 
Dr. Franco Tassi, Italy 
Dr. Jose A. Valverde, Spain 
Dr. B. Villa Ramirez, Mexico 

Himalaya Group 

Chairman: Mr. M. K. Ranjitsinh, India 
Mr. N. D. Bachketi, India Members: 
Dr. Robert L. Fleming, Jr., Nepal 
Mr. K. L. Mehta, India 
Mr. T. J. Roberts, Pakistan 
Mr. R. B. Srivastava, India 
Mr. R. Wani, India 
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APPENDIX F 

IUCN Secretariat as at 31December1974 

Director General: 
Deputy Director General : 
Senior Ecologists: 

Ecologist: 
Executive Officer, 

Survival Service: 
Assistant Executive Officer 

Survival Service: ' 
Executive Officer, 

Ecology: 
Executive Officer, 

National Parks 
Executive Officer, 

Education: 
Executive Officer, 

Environmental Planning: 
Executive Officer, 

Policy, Law and Administration : 
Informati n Officer: 
Scientific Editor: 
Legal Officer: 
Finance Officer: 
Administrative Officer: 
Librarian: 
Translator: 
Administrative Aide: 
Special Assistant 

(Membership) : 

Dr. Gerardo Budowski 
Mr. Frank G. Nicholls 
Dr. Raymond F. Dasmann 
Dr. Duncan Poore 
Dr. Colin W. Holloway 

Mr. Anthony J. Mence 

Dr. Pierre Hunkeler 

Miss Mona Bjorklund 

Dr. Raymond F. Dasmann (A. I.) 

Mr. Alfred Hoffmann (A.I.) 

Mr. Alfred Hoffmann (A.I.) 

Mr. Frank G. Nicholls (A.I.) 
Mr. Robert I. Standish 
Sir Hugh F. I. Elliott, Bt. 
Dr. Fran~ise Burhenne-Guilmin 
Mrs. K. M. I. Williams 
Mrs. Lenore Smith 
Mr. Arnold Koenen 
Miss Dounia Bendisari 
Mr. Herbert Girardet 

Miss Estelle F. Buckley 

IU
1
CN Headquarters, 1110 Morges, Switzerland 

Te ephone: (021) 714401 
Telegrams: UNICORN, MORGES 
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APPENDIX G 

IUCN Bulletin 

Volume 5, 12 issues, January-December 1974 

Supplement to Bulletin : 
February Index to Volume 4 (1973} 

IUCN Yearbook 1973 
130 pp. including a historical survey of the first 25 years. 

IUCN Publications New Series 

No. 24 The behaviour of ungulates and its relation to management, papers of an 
International Symposium held at Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 2-5 Novem-

No.29 

No.30 

ber 1971. 2 volumes. 
1974 United Nations list of national parks and equivalent reserves. Bilingual 
edition. English/French. 
Ecological guidelines for island development by John McEachern and 
Edward L. Towle. 

IUCN Environmental Policy and Law Papers 

No.6 

No.7 

Financing environmental measures in developing countries: the principle of 
additionality by Scott MacLeod. 
United States experience with the preparation and analysis of environmental 
impact statements: the National Environmental Policy Act, by Orlando 
E. Delogu. 

IUCN Occasional Papers 
Biotic provinces of the world, IUCN Secretariat. No.9 

No. JO Ecological guidelines for development in tropical forest areas of South East 
Asia, compiled by Duncan Poore. 

No. 12 Conservation of sirenia, by G. C. L. Bertram. 
No. 13 F Plan d'Action tel qu'il a ete approuve par le Symposium International "L'Ave

nir des Alpes". 
No. 13 G Aktionsplan gutgeheissen vom 1nternationalen Symposium "Die Zukunft 

der Alpen". 

Miscellaneous 
Second World Conference on National Parks, Proceedings oft.he 1972 Conference held 
in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, USA. Published by IUCN in 
English, French and Spanish versions for the United States National Parks Centennial 
Commission. 
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APPENDIX H 

International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 

Statement of income and expenditure for the year ended December 31, 1974 
(Expressed in Swiss Francs) 

INCOME 

Membership fees and subscriptions 
Sale of publications 
Interest on deposits and dividends 
WWF Annual subvention 
WWF Earmarked grants 
Ford Foundation grant 
Emil Barell Stiftung grant 
Unesco subvention 
UNEP special projects grants 
Miscellaneous grants and receipts 

ADD : Reserves brought to account in 1974 

LESS: Receipts transferred to Reserves in 1974 

TOTAL INCOME 

EXPENDITURE 

Personnel (incl. insurance and provident fund) 
Senior Scientific Staff 
Other Scientific Staff 
Auxiliary Staff 
Supporting and Temporary Staff 

Accommodation 
Office and other administrative expenses 
Travel 
Library and Legal Texts 
Publications 
Meetings 
Purchase of furniture and equipment 
Special Grants - Projects 
Devaluation of currencies and difference in exchange 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

Excess of expenditure over income to December 31, 1973 
Excess of expenditure over income for the year 

Excess of expenditure over income to December 31, 1974 
represented by the Assets less Liabilities on the 
statement attached 
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S.Frs. 

897,377 
601,280 
310,335 
404,520 

S.Frs. 

508,764 
52,443 
17,751 

740,847 
241,773 
457,997 
500,000 
31,200 

667,601 
341,452 

3,559,828 
279,147 

3,838,975 
410,680 

3,428,295 

2,213,512 
91,205 

174,391 
74,622 
18,799 

178,333 
14,368 
13,111 

781,113 
35,606 

3,595,060 

124,546 
166,765 

291,311 

"' 

Statement of assets and liabilities at December 31, 1974 
(Expressed in Swiss Francs) 
ASSETS 

Cash on hand and with bankers 
Prudential Building Association Certificate of Deposit - US$ 7,000 
Prepaid expenses 
Debtors 
Furniture and installations 
S.A. Le Manoir de St. Prex - Shares (valuation for fiscal purposes) 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES 
Earmarked contributions not yet expended - Schedule I 
Creditors 
Capital Fund 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

Excess of Liabilities over Assets 

SCHEDULE 1 

Earmarked reserves at December 31, 1974 

(Expressed in Swiss Francs) 

Life Associate Fund 
John C. Philipps Award 
Red Data Books 
Other publications 
Endangered Species Activities 
Ecological Guidelines for Development Planners 
Central American Isthmus Projects 
Wetlands Projects 
Environmental Legislation Projects 
UNEP Projects 

Vu et approuve. 

S.Frs. 
593,603 

18,200 
150,061 

4,879 
1 

80,000 

846,744 

716,090 
341,964 

80,001 

1,138,055 

291,311 

S.Frs. 

76,645 
23,574 

204,439 
133,771 
101,861 

5,200 
8,083 

17,122 
20,467 

124,928 

716,090 

Fiduciaire Femand et Philippe Guex, 2, rue de la Paix, 1003 Lausanne, March 1975. 
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APPENDIX I 

1974 conferences and meetings sponsored or co-sponsored by IUCN 

20-22 February 

6-7 May 

7-8 May 
8-JOMay 
13-20May 

21May 
29 May-] June 

26 August--6 September 

31 August-7 September 
14 September 
5 October 

14-19 October 

15 October 
25 October 
25-27 October 
26 October 
7 November 
8-9 November 
21-24 November 

3-5 December 

9-14 December 
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I!lternational Meeting ~'° the Use of Ecological Guide
lines for Development In the American Humid Tropics· 
Caracas, Venezuela. ' 
IUCN/Survival Service Commission Whale Specialist 
Group; Morges. 
IUCN/Survival Service Commission; Morges. 
IUCN Executive Board, 54th Session; Morges. 
IUCN Commission on Education, North-west Europe 
Committee; Glasgow, Scotland, UK. 
Green Book selection panel; Le Maooir, St. Prex. 
Regional Meeting on the Use of Ecological Guidelines 
for Development in Tropical Forest Areas of South East 
Asia; Bandung, Indonesia. 
Pilot Seminar on Environmental Education Methodology 
in East Africa; Mombasa, Kenya. 
The Future of the Alps; Trento, Italy. 
Commission on Ecology; The Hague, The Netherlands. 
Meeting on the Biology and Conservation of the Medi
terranean Monk SeaJ; London, UK. 
Regional Meeting on a Coordinated System of National 
Parks a~d Ri:serves in Eastern Africa; Seronera Lodge, 
Serengeti National Park, Tanzania. 
Commission on Education; Morges. 
Survival Service Commission/Alert Group; Morges. 
Survival Service Commission; Morges. 
Commission on Environmental Planning; Morges. 
IUCN Finance Committee; Morges. 
IUCN Executive Committee; Morges. 
Survival Service Commission/Special Task Force on 
Commercial Exploitation of Marine Turtles; Miami, 
USA. 
Survival Service Commission/Polar Bear Specialist 
Group; Le Manoir, St. Prex. 
Central American Meeting on Management of Natural 
and Cultural Resources; San Jose, Costa Rica. 

APPENDIX J 

1974 conferences and meetings at which IUCN was represented 

15 January 

21-23 January 

29 January-8 February 

1-3 February 

7-13 February 
11-16 February 

11-23 February 

11-15 February 

27-28 February 

6-7 March 

11-16 March 

11-22 March 

25-27 March 

3-5 April 

8-10 April 

2-3 May 

7May 

14-17 May 

20-24May 

World Health Organization, Fifty-third Session of Execu
tive Board; Geneva, Switzerland. 
Preparatory meeting for the ECE Seminar: on Ecol<;>gical 
Aspects of Economic Development Plannmg; Pala1s des 
Nations, Geneva, Switzerland. 
SCOPE Workshop on Impact Studies in the Environ
ment (WISE); Victoria Harbour, Ontario, Canada. 
Environmental Leaders from Europe and North America; 
University of Sussex, Brighton, UK. 
Manatee Workshop; Georgetown, Guyana. 
Alliance Internationale de Tourisme (AIT). 5th Inter
national Congress on Leisure and Touring; Algarve, 
Portugal. 
SCOPE/UNEP Symposium on Environmental Sciences 
in Developing Countries; Nairobi, Kenya. 
UNESCO-MAB International Working Group on Trop
ical and Sub-tropical Ecosystems; Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil. 
Symposium: End.angered Species - Causation and Reme
dies· American Association for the Advancement of 
Scie~ce, Annual Meeting; San Francisco, California, 
USA. 
IX Meeting of SCIBP; London, UK. 
UNESCO-MAB Regional Meeting on Integrated ~o
logical Research and Training Needs in the Sahehan 
Region; Niamey, Niger. 
UNEP Governing Council, Second Session; Nairobi, 
Kenya. 
UNESCO-MAB Meeting of the Bureau of the MAB 
Programme; Paris, France. 
WWF-Smithsonian Institution Symposium on Biotic 
Impoverishment; Belmont Conference Center, Elkridge, 
Maryland, USA. 
Third International Parliamentary Conference on the 
Environment; Nairobi, Kenya. 
Sub-committee for the Conservation of Wild Life and 
Natural Habitats, Council of Europe; Strasbourg, France. 
WHO Twenty-seventh World Health Assembly; Palais 
des N~tions, Geneva, Switzerland. 
FAO, Third Session of the Committee on Forest Devel
opment in the Tropics; FAO headquarters, Rome, Italy. 
UNESCO Task Force Meeting on Project 8 of the Man 
and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme; Paris, France. 
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25May 

27May 

27 May-1 June 

30-31 May 

31 May-1 June 

3-5 June 

4--7 June 

6-12 June 

24-28 June 

20 June-20 August 

1-6 July 

10-12 July 

12-20 August 

19-24 August 

19-25 August 

19-30 August 

2--6 September 

8-14 September 

17-29 September 

19-24 September 

23-26 September 
30 September-5 October 

3 October 
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Charles Darwin Foundation for the Galapagos Isles 
Executive Council; IUCN, Morges. 
WHO, Fifty-fourth Session of the Executive Board· WHO 
headquarters, Geneva, Switzerland. ' 
FAO, _Expert Pan~l M~ting on Ecological Management 
of And and Senn-And Rangelands in Africa and the 
Near East; FAO headquarters, Rome, Italy. 
Sub-committee for the Planning and Management of 
Natural Areas, Council of Europe; Strasbourg, France. 
lnternationa~ Institute for Environment and Development 
(IIED) Meetmg on Toward an Environmentally Sound 
Law of the Sea; London, UK. 
Ecological Guidelines for Forest, Land and Water Re
sources Development in Indonesia; Bandung, Indonesia. 
OECD Conference on Environmental Education at Post
secondary Level; Rungsted, Denmark. 
First International Theriological Congress· Moscow 
USSR. ' ' 
26~h _Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Com
rmss1on; London, UK. 
Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea· 
Caracas, Venezuela. ' 
72nd Annual Meeting of the South African Association 
for the Advancement of Science· Rhodes University 
Grahamstown, South Africa. ' ' 
Seminar.on Global Crises and Possible Confrontations Be
tween Rich and Poor Nations; Michigan State University 
Michigan, USA. ' 
Xth International Congress of Soil Science· Moscow 
USSR. ' ' 
International Union of Societies of Foresters (IUSF) 
Second World Congress; Helsinki, Finland. 
International Council for Bird Preservation XVI World 
Conference; Canberra, Australia. 
United ~ations World Population Conference; Bucharest, 
Romania. 
Europea~ Colloquium on the Problems of the Protection 
of Flora m Forests; Arc-en-Senans, France. 
First International Congress of Ecology; The Hague, The 
Netherlands. 
~CO, T~ird Session of the International Co-ordi
natmg Council of the Programme on Man and the Bio
sphere; Washington, DC, USA. 
Co~loqu}um: B~ology and the Future of Man; Sorbonne 
University, Pans, France. 
ICSU General Assembly; Istanbul, Turkey. 
~CO MAB Regional Meeting on Integrated Eco
logical Research and Training Needs in Latin America· 
Mexico City, Mexico. ' 
UNESCO, Inter-agency Consultation on Environmental 
Education; Paris, France. 

4--6 October SEPANRIT colloque sur Les diverse& formes d'utilisa
tion du littoral et d 'occupation de Jamer, et les contraintes 
que la protection de )a nature leur impose; Bordeaux, 
France. 

7-9 October UNESCO, Meeting to Plan a Workshop on Environ
mental Education and Training; Paris, France. 

17 October-22 November UNESCO, Eighteenth Session of the General Conference; 
Paris, France. 

21-24 October National Seminar on Ecology, Environment and Affor
estation; Islamabad, Pakistan. 

28-29 October EXPO '74, Environment '74: International Sympo
sium III on Creating the Future: Agendas for Tomorrow; 
Spokane, Washington, USA. 

29-30 October Ad hoc Group on the Management of the Wildlife Heri
tage in Europe, Council of Europe; Strasbourg, France. 

4--7 November Interim Steering Committee for an International Centre 
for Research on Manatees; Georgetown, Guyana. 

18-21 November 7th Meeting of SCOPE; Moscow, USSR. 
18-22 November Xlllth Session of the European Committee for the Con

servation of Nature and Natural Resources, Council of 
Europe; Strasbourg, France. 

26-27 November Sub-committee for Planning andManagementoftheNatu
ral Environment, ad hoc Group on Natural Landscapes, 
Council of Europe; Strasbourg, France. 

28 November UNESCO, Meeting to discuss matters relating to the 
preservation and development of the cultural heritage. 

2--6 December International Conference on the Conservation of Wet
lands and Waterfowl; Heiligenhafen, Federal Republic 
of Germany. 

8-12 December International Conference on the Development of Moun
tain Environment; Munich, Federal Republic of Ger
many. 

10-11 December First Meeting of the ad hoc Group on Plant Species, 
Council of Europe; Strasbourg, France. 

13 December UNESCO, Meeting of representatives of non-govern
mental organizations; Paris, France. 

16-19 December Ad hoc meeting of Group 2 (Small Cetaceans and Sire-
nians) of the ACMRR Working Party on Marine Mam
mals; La Jolla, California, USA. 

16-20 December SSRC Symposium on the Future of Traditional 'Primi
tive' Societies; King's College, Cambridge, UK. 
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